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Abstract
Two dimensional string theory is known to have an infinite dimensional symmetry,
both in the continuum formalism as well as in the matrix model formalism. We develop
a systematic procedure for computing the conserved charges associated with these sym-
metries for any configuration of D-branes in the continuum description. We express these
conserved charges in terms of the boundary state associated with the D-brane, and also
in terms of the asymptotic field configurations produced by this D-brane. Comparison
of the conserved charges computed in the continuum description with those computed in
the matrix model description facilitates identification of the states between these two for-
malisms. Using this we put constraints on the continuum description of the hole states in
the matrix model, and matrix model description of the black holes solutions of the contin-
uum theory. We also discuss possible generalization of the construction of the conserved
charges to the case of D-branes in critical string theory.
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1 Introduction and Summary
Recent investigation in two dimensional string theory[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] has shown that they
can provide us with a useful arena for studying various general properties of string theory,
most notably the relationship between the open and closed string description of unstable
D-brane systems[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. (See [12, 13] for aspects of open-closed string duality
for stable D-branes in this string theory.). The feature that makes this theory most
useful is that it has two different formulations. The first one, known as the continuum
description[14, 15] (see also [16]), follows the usual formulation of string theory based
on a world-sheet action containing a matter part with central charge 26 and a ghost
part with central charge −26. The matter part in turn consists of a free time-like scalar
field X0 of central charge 1 and a Liouville scalar field ϕ with an exponentially growing
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potential. A linear dilaton background along the Liouville direction makes the Liouville
theory have total central charge 25. In this formalism the theory can be studied using
the usual string perturbation theory based on genus expansion. The other formulation
of the theory, known as the matrix model, is based on discretizing the world sheet path
integral and taking an appropriate double scaling limit[17, 18, 19]. This in turn can be
shown to be equivalent to a theory of free non-interacting fermions, each moving under
an inverted harmonic oscillator potential. The vacuum of the theory is a state in which
all levels below a certain fixed energy are filled and all level above this energy are empty.
In this formulation we can easily analyze the system to all orders in perturbation theory.
The usual closed string states of the continuum string theory are related to the
matrix model states by bosonization of the fermion field followed by a non-local field
redefinition[20, 21, 22]. While early work on this subject focussed on the comparison of
the properties of closed strings in the two formulations, the recent surge of interest in
this subject arises from the study of D-branes in the two descriptions of the theory. The
continuum version of the theory admits an unstable D0-brane configuration with an open
string tachyon on its world-volume[23]. Following the general method developed in [24, 25]
one can construct an exact classical solution describing the open string tachyon rolling
away from the maximum of the potential. By studying the closed string description of
this process in the continuum string theory following [26, 27, 28], and comparing this with
the single fermion excitation in the matrix model using the known relation between the
states of the matrix model and the closed string states in the continuum description, it
was concluded in [2] that the rolling tachyon configuration on a single D0-brane in the
continuum theory describes precisely single fermion excitations in the matrix model.
Despite this new understanding of the relationship between the matrix model and
continuum description of two dimensional string theories, several questions remain unan-
swered. In particular we still do not have a complete map between the known states of
the continuum theory and known states of the matrix model. For example the matrix
model, besides containing fermionic excitations, also contains hole like excitations where
we remove a fermion from an energy level below the fermi level. A completely convinc-
ing description of these states in the continuum theory is still missing (although some
candidates have been proposed in [5, 29]). On the other hand the continuum version of
this theory admits black hole solutions[30, 31]. Although there are some proposals for
a representation of the Euclidean black hole in the matrix model[32, 33], a satisfactory
description of these black hole states in the Lorenzian version of the matrix model is still
lacking.
Both the continuum version and the matrix model version of the theory are known to
have infinite number of global symmetries[21, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43], and
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hence associated with them there must be infinite number of conserved charges. Thus if we
can find the precise relation between the conserved charges in the continuum description
and those in the matrix model description, then comparison of these conserved charges
could provide us useful guidelines for making suitable identification between the states in
the continuum description and states in the matrix model description. The construction
of the conserved charges in the matrix model description follows straightforward applica-
tion of Noether’s method. Thus the main issue is to construct these conserved charges in
the continuum description and relate them to the conserved charges in the matrix model
description. This program was initiated in a previous paper[44] where it was shown that
requirement of BRST invariance constrains the time evolution of certain components of
the boundary state describing a D-brane, and hence leads to certain conserved charges.
By evaluating these conserved charges for the rolling tachyon configuration, and com-
paring them with the conserved charges of the same configuration in the matrix model
description, we found the relationship between these two sets of conserved charges. How-
ever in this analysis the construction of the conserved charges on the continuum side
was somewhat ad hoc, in the sense that it required assuming a certain structure of the
boundary state, and within that structure requirement of BRST invariance fixed the time
dependence of certain terms of the boundary state. A general procedure for constructing
the conserved charges for a general boundary state was not given. Also the conserved
charges constructed this way did not get related to any specific symmetry of the theory.
The main goal of this paper will be to develop a systematic method for computing the
charge carried by a D-brane associated with a given a global symmetry transformation
in any string theory, and then apply this to two dimensional string theory. In particular,
we derive a general expression for the conserved charges carried by any D-brane system
in terms of its boundary state. Comparison of the charges carried by a D0-brane in the
matrix model and the continuum description of the two dimensional string theory then
allows us to find a precise relation between the conserved charges in the two descriptions.
Using these relations we can put constraints on what kind of D-brane describes the hole
states of the matrix model, and also what kind of matrix model configuration describes
the black hole states of the continuum string theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review how a rigid closed string
gauge transformation, for which the field independent part of the transformation vanishes,
generates global symmetries of the open string field theory[45]. Associated with this global
symmetry we can associate a conserved charge. We develop an algorithm for computing
this conserved charge for any D-brane system in terms of the boundary state describing
the D-brane. The final formula for the conserved charge is given in eq.(2.26). The simplest
global symmetry of this kind is time translation, and the associated conserved charge gives
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the energy of the D-brane.
In section 3 we review the structure of rigid closed string gauge transformations in the
two dimensional string theory. These are obtained from the elements of relative BRST
cohomology in the ghost number one sector, and have been classified in refs.[46, 36, 47,
48, 42]. There are infinite number of such rigid gauge transformations, labelled by SU(2)
quantum numbers (j,m) with j ≥ 1, m = −(j − 1),−(j − 2), . . . (j − 1). Thus associated
with these transformations there are infinite number of conserved charges Qj,m. Using the
result of section 2 we explicitly write down in eqs.(3.31), (3.32) the expression for Qj,m
carried by a D-brane of two dimensional string theory in terms of the boundary state of
the D-brane.
In section 4 we evaluate these conserved charges for a specific D-brane system, –
namely the rolling tachyon configuration on the unstable D0-brane of two dimensional
string theory. These configurations are labelled by a single parameter λ, and we find in
eq.(4.38) explicit expression for Qj,m as a function of the parameter λ.
In [44] we had calculated the discrete state closed string background produced by the
rolling tachyon configuration in the weak coupling region of large negative ϕ. We recall
these results in section 5 (eq.(5.7)), and point out that there are some additional contri-
butions to this closed string background due to some subtleties which were overlooked in
[44]. Eq.(5.14) gives a typical example of such additional contributions.
The matrix model description of the theory also contains an infinite set of conserved
charges Wl,m with 2m ∈ Z, (l −m) ∈ Z, l ≥ |m|. In section 6 we compare the conserved
charges of the matrix model description with the conserved charges of the continuum
string theory. By evaluating the conserved charges Wl,m of single fermion excitations
in the matrix model, and comparing the λ and time dependence of these charges with
those of Qj,m carried by a single D0-brane in the continuum description, we determine in
eq.(6.6) the relation between the conserved charges of the matrix model and those in the
continuum description of the theory. Although these relations are derived by evaluating
the charges in the two descriptions of the D0-brane, once the relationship is determined,
it must hold for any other system.
In section 7 we try to find a continuum description of the hole states of the matrix
model with the help of the conserved charges of the theory. From the description of the
conserved charges in the fermionic formulation of the matrix model it is easy to evaluate
these conserved charges for a given hole state. These are given in eq.(7.1). Using the
known relation between the conserved charges in the matrix model and those (Qj,m’s)
in the continuum theory, we calculate in eq.(7.2) the expected Qj,m for the hole states.
Whatever be the continuum description of the hole must carry the same charges. On
the other hand our analysis of section 3 gives an explicit expression for the Qj,m’s in
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terms of the boundary state of the D-brane. This gives constraints on the boundary
state describing a hole state, but does not determine it completely. The proposals made
in [5, 29] satisfy these constraints; however we argue that they do not reproduce the
expected closed string profile of a hole state. We propose a possible candidate for these
hols states based on some qualitative arguments, but there is no definite conclusion yet.
Earlier work on the relation between symmetries of the matrix model and those in the
continuum description was carried out in the limit of zero potential for the Liouville field,
and was based on the comparison of the symmetry algebras in the two descriptions. In
order to compare our results to the earlier results, we study in section 8 the limit of our
results as we take the potential for the Liouville field to zero. We show first of all that
this limit exists and gives a well defined relation (8.11) between the conserved charges in
the continuum theory and those in the matrix model. Furthermore, up to normalization
factors these relations are consistent with the earlier results obtained by working directly
with the Liouville theory without any potential term. We also study the limit of the
discrete state closed string background produced by the D0-brane boundary state as we
take the Liouville potential to zero keeping the energy of the D0-brane fixed. We find
that the closed string field configuration approaches a finite value (8.14) in this limit.
The analysis of section 3 expresses the conserved charges carried by a D-brane in
terms of its boundary state. This relation is specific to D-branes since only D-branes
are described by boundary states. In section 9 we manipulate the results of section 3
to rewrite the conserved charge in terms of the asymptotic values of certain components
of closed string fields produced by the brane for large negative ϕ. The final formula,
given in (9.10), is the analog of the Gauss law for electrodynamics relating the electric
charge to asymptotic electric field, or the ADM formula in gravity relating the mass of a
system to the asymptotic gravitational field. These relations between conserved charges
and asymptotic closed string fields are expected to hold for any system in two dimensional
string theory, even if the system cannot be regarded as a collection of D-branes.
In section 10 we use this result to determine the conserved charges carried by the
black hole solution of the two dimensional string theory. For simplicity the analysis of this
section is carried out for vanishing potential for the Liouville field, which in the matrix
model description corresponds to the fermi level coinciding with the maximum of the
potential. Although the black hole was initially constructed as a solution of the effective
field theory[30] or as an exact conformal field theory[31], it is possible to represent it as
a solution in string field theory by using an iterative procedure for solving the equations
of motion of string field theory[49]. Using this we can find the asymptotic closed string
field configuration associated with the black hole and hence the charges Qj,m carried by
the black hole. We find that the black hole carries only the conserved charge Q1,0; all
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other charges Qj,m for (j,m) 6= (1, 0) vanish. Using the known relation (6.6) between
Qj,m and the conserved charges in the matrix model description of the system we can
then constrain the possible configurations in the matrix model which are compatible with
these conserved charges. In particular we find that the matrix model description of the
black hole must consist of a large number of low energy fermion-hole pairs instead of a
finite number of finite energy fermions and holes.
This description of the black hole poses an apparent puzzle. Since in the matrix model
description the fermions are non-interacting, and since the black hole background differs
from the usual vacuum in terms of creation of a large number of low energy fermion-
hole pairs, a classical D0-brane carrying finite energy should not be able to recognize
the difference between a black hole and the ordinary vacuum. Can this be true in two
dimensional string theory? While a complete answer to this question requires studying
the D0-brane motion in these backgrounds to all orders in α′, we show that at least
in the approximation where we take the D0-brane world-line action to be of the Dirac-
Born-Infeld form, the classical D0-brane cannot distinguish the black hole from the usual
linear dilaton background. This is shown by demonstrating that there is a coordinate
transformation that converts the effective metric seen by the D0-brane in the black hole
background to the effective metric seen by the D0-brane to the linear dilaton background.
This coordinate transformation acts only on the space coordinate and leaves the time
coordinate unchanged. This is consistent with the fact that both for the black hole
and the usual flat background with a linear dilaton field, the time coordinate should be
identified with the time coordinate of the matrix model.
Although the main emphasis of the paper has been on the construction of the con-
served charges and their interpretation in the two dimensional string theory, we can try to
generalize the construction to critical string theory by replacing the primary vertex oper-
ators in the Liouville field theory by appropriate primary vertex operators in the critical
string theory, and by replacing the Liouville Virasoro generators by the total Virasoro
generators associated with all the 25 space-like coordinate fields in the critical string the-
ory. There are however various subtle issues in this approach. There are discussed in
section 11.
Finally the appendices contain some technical results which are required for the ex-
plicit construction of conserved charges and their normalization in two dimensional string
theory.
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2 Symmetries to Conserved Charges in Open String
Theory
In this section we briefly outline the general procedure for obtaining the conserved charge
in classical open string theory associated with a specific global symmetry. We shall focus
on the global symmetries associated with rigid gauge transformations in closed string
theory[45]. An example of this is space-time translation symmetry, which can be thought
of as a rigid general coordinate transformation.
We shall carry out the discussion in the context of string field theory. We begin with
some version of covariant open-closed string field theory[45] formulated for a given D-
brane in a given space-time background. However our analysis will be quite general and
we shall not restrict ourselves to any specific form of the action. Let us denote by {Φα}
the closed string degrees of freedom and by {Ψr} the open string degrees of freedom, with
the indices α and r, besides containing discrete labels, also carrying information about
momenta of the fields along non-compact space-time directions. Then the open-closed
string field theory action has the form[45]:
1
g2s
S0(Φ) +
1
gs
S1(Φ,Ψ) +O(g0s) , (2.1)
where gs denotes string coupling constant. The order g
−2
s and g
−1
s terms get contributions
respectively from the sphere and disk correlation functions of the world-sheet theory. Let
D denote the dimension of space-time in which the closed string theory lives. Then a
typical closed string gauge transformation is parametrized by some arbitrary function
ǫ(p) of D dimensional momentum p. The infinitesimal gauge transformation laws take
the form:
δΦα =
∞∑
n=0
gns δΦ
(n)
α =
∫
dDp ǫ(p)
[
h(0)α (Φ, p) + gsh
(1)
α (Φ,Ψ, p) +O(g2s)
]
δΨr =
∞∑
n=0
gns δΨ
(n)
r =
∫
dDp ǫ(p)
[
f (0)r (Φ,Ψ, p) +O(gs)
]
, (2.2)
for suitable function h(n)α and f
(n)
r . The contributions to h
(0)
α come from sphere correlation
functions, whereas the contributions to h(1)α and f
(0)
r come from disk correlation functions.
Note that the leading contribution to the action and the leading contribution to δΦα do
not depend on the open string fields Ψr. We call this action and gauge transformation
laws tree level closed string action and gauge transformation laws respectively. On the
other hand
Sopen(Ψ) ≡ 1
gs
S1(Φ = 0,Ψ) (2.3)
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is called the tree level open string field theory action in the Φ = 0 closed string background.1
Invariance of the full action (2.1) under the gauge transformation laws (2.2) gives:
δS0(Φ)
δΦα
δΦ(0)α = 0 , (2.4)
δS1(Φ,Ψ)
δΦα
δΦ(0)α +
δS1(Φ,Ψ)
δΨr
δΨ(0)r +
δS0(Φ)
δΦα
δΦ(1)α = 0 (2.5)
etc. We shall choose the string field variables such that Φ = 0 is trivially a solution of the
classical closed string field equations. Thus δS0/δΦα vanishes at Φ = 0. Putting Φ = 0
in eq.(2.5) and using (2.2), (2.3) we get[
δS1(Φ,Ψ)
δΦα
∣∣∣∣
Φ=0
h(0)α (Φ = 0, p) +
δSopen(Ψ)
δΨr
f (0)r (Φ = 0,Ψ, p)
]
= 0 . (2.6)
In general h(0)α (Φ = 0, p) is non-zero. However suppose for some special value of the
momentum p it vanishes:
h(0)α (Φ = 0, p = c) = 0 . (2.7)
Physically it means that the field independent term in the tree level closed string gauge
transformation law vanishes. In other words we have a rigid gauge transformation that
leaves the Φ = 0 background unchanged. Putting p = c in (2.6) we now get
δSopen(Ψ)
δΨr
f (0)r (Φ = 0,Ψ, p = c) = 0 . (2.8)
This describes a global symmetry of the tree level open string field theory with infinites-
imal transformation law
δΨr = ǫ f
(0)
r (Φ = 0,Ψ, p = c) . (2.9)
Thus we see that associated with every rigid closed string gauge transformation that leaves
the Φ = 0 background unchanged, we have a global symmetry of the classical open string
field theory[45].
Given a global symmetry, there should be a conserved charge associated with this
symmetry. One possible way to find this charge will be to use Noether method. The
symmetry transformations are non-local, but a general Noether method for finding the
conserved charge associated with a non-local symmetry transformation in a non-local
theory was outlined in [51]. We can follow the same method for finding the expression
for the conserved charge associated with these global symmetries of open string theory.
1A family of open closed string field theory was constructed in [45], and Witten’s open string field
theory[50] appears as the open string sector of a special member of this family.
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However this procedure only gives the difference between the conserved charge carried
by a given open string field configuration, and that carried by the Ψ = 0 configuration
representing the original D-brane on which we have formulated the open string field theory.
In particular if we set the open string field Ψ to zero, then the expression for the conserved
charge vanishes. Our main interest on the other hand will be in the expression for the
conserved charge that the original D-brane carries. For this we need to use a different
method which we shall describe now.
The basic procedure can be understood in analogy with the computation of the energy
momentum tensor of a D-brane. Defining the energy-momentum tensor in the open string
field theory through the Noether prescription gives correctly the difference in the energy-
momentum tensor between two open string configurations[51], but this does not give
the energy-momentum tensor of the D-brane itself. The latter can be calculated by
examining the coupling of the metric to the D-brane world-volume. In a similar spirit one
would expect that the information about all other conserved charges carried by the D-
brane, which are associated with rigid gauge transformations that leave the closed string
background Φ = 0 invariant, should also be calculable by examining the coupling of the
various closed string modes to the D-brane. In fact the relevant information is already
contained in eq.(2.6). Using eq.(2.7) and assuming that h(0)α (Φ = 0, p) is analytic at p = c,
we can write
h(0)α (Φ = 0, p) = (pµ − cµ) ĥµα(p) , (2.10)
for some ĥµα. If we define
Gα(Ψ) = δS1(Φ,Ψ)
δΦα
∣∣∣∣
Φ=0
, (2.11)
then eq.(2.6) can be rewritten as
(pµ − cµ) Gα(Ψ) ĥµα(p) +
δSopen(Ψ)
δΨr
f (0)r (Φ = 0,Ψ, p) = 0 . (2.12)
Now if the fields Ψs satisfy their equations of motion then δSopen(Ψ)/δΨr = 0. In this
case we have
(pµ − cµ)Gα(Ψ) ĥµα(p) = 0 . (2.13)
If we define
F µ(x) =
∫
dDp e−ip.x Gα(Ψ)ĥµα(p) (2.14)
then (2.13) may be rewritten as
∂µ
(
eic.xF µ(x)
)
= 0 . (2.15)
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This gives the conserved charge ∫
dD−1x eic.xF 0(x) . (2.16)
We shall now make this construction more explicit by working with specific represen-
tation of closed string fields. We shall restrict our analysis to a closed string background
in which the time direction has associated with it a world-sheet conformal field theory
(CFT) of a free scalar field X0 which does not couple to any other world-sheet field. In
this case we can work with the Euclidean continuation of the theory obtained by the
replacement x0 → −ix. We can represent the closed string field by a state |Φ〉 of ghost
number two in the bulk CFT on a cylinder, satisfying
(b0 − b¯0)|Φ〉 = 0, (L0 − L¯0)|Φ〉 = 0 , (2.17)
where bn, b¯n, cn, c¯n denote the usual ghost oscillators, and Ln, L¯n denote the total
Virasoro generators of the world-sheet theory of matter and ghost fields. Closed string
gauge transformations in this theory are generated by ghost number one states |Λ〉 of the
CFT on a cylinder, satisfying
(b0 − b¯0)|Λ〉 = 0, (L0 − L¯0)|Λ〉 = 0 . (2.18)
The effect of the infinitesimal gauge transformations on the closed string fields is given
by:
δ|Φ〉 = (QB + Q¯B)|Λ〉+O(Φ) , (2.19)
where QB and Q¯B are the holomorphic and antiholomorphic components of the BRST
charge in closed string theory. Thus for a |Λ〉 satisfying
(QB + Q¯B)|Λ〉 = 0 , (2.20)
the infinitesimal gauge transformation of |Φ〉 vanishes at |Φ〉 = 0. As a result this gauge
transformation leaves the |Φ〉 = 0 background unchanged. By our previous argument,
this must generate a symmetry of the pure open string field theory living on a D-brane,
and give rise to a conserved charge in this theory.2
Our goal will be to construct expressions for these conserved charges explicitly for any
D-brane system living in this closed string background. For simplicity we shall evaluate
2Of course we can trivially find solutions to (2.20) by choosing |Λ〉 = (QB + Q¯B)|s〉 for some ghost
number zero state |s〉 satisfying conditions similar to those in (2.17), (2.18). But one can show that these
generate gauge symmetries in the open string field theory, and do not give rise to any additional global
symmetry[45]. We shall see later that in this case the associated conserved charge vanishes identically.
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the charge in trivial open string background Ψ = 0, – this will evaluate the charge carried
by the specific D-brane used in the construction of the open closed string field theory
without any further open string excitations on the brane. Let |Λ(p)〉 denote a family
of closed string gauge transformation parameters labelled by X momentum p, such that
|Λ(p = c)〉 = |Λ〉 for some special momentum c.3 Then (QB+ Q¯B)|Λ(p)〉 vanishes at p = c
and we can write
(QB + Q¯B)|Λ(p)〉 = (p− c)|φ(p)〉 , (2.21)
where |φ(p)〉 is some ghost number two state. Now since (QB + Q¯B) is nilpotent, we
see from eq.(2.21) that |φ(p)〉 is BRST invariant for all p 6= c, and hence by analytic
continuation BRST invariant also for p = c. Furthermore it has the property that for any
p 6= c it is BRST trivial, but for p = c it could be a non-trivial element of the BRST
cohomology in the ghost number two sector. We shall see later that we can get non-trivial
conserved charges only if |φ(p = c)〉 is not BRST trivial.
Let us denote by |B〉 the boundary state associated with the D-brane on which we
have formulated the open string theory. Then the full string field theory action contains
a coupling:
〈B|(c0 − c¯0)|Φ〉 . (2.22)
Invariance of this term under the infinitesimal gauge transformation (2.19) generated by
the family of gauge transformation parameters |Λ(p)〉 requires:
〈B|(c0 − c¯0) (QB + Q¯B)|Λ(p)〉 = 0 , (2.23)
For ordinary D-branes eq.(2.23) follows from the BRST invariance of 〈B| and the analogs
of (2.17), (2.18):
〈B|(QB + Q¯B) = 0, 〈B|(b0 − b¯0) = 0, 〈B|(L0 − L¯0) = 0 . (2.24)
This allows us to replace (c0 − c¯0)(QB + Q¯B) by {(c0 − c¯0), (QB + Q¯B)} in (2.23). This
does not have any zero mode of (c0 − c¯0) and hence the matrix element vanishes.
Using (2.21), eq.(2.23) becomes:
(p− c)〈B|(c0 − c¯0)|φ(p)〉 = 0 . (2.25)
If we define:
F (x) =
∫ dp
2π
e−ipx〈B|(c0 − c¯0)|φ(p)〉 , (2.26)
3We are assuming that the other momentum components have already been set equal to the specific
values for which (QB + Q¯B)|Λ(p)〉 vanishes.
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then (2.25) may be rewritten as
∂x
(
eicxF (x)
)
= 0 . (2.27)
Replacing x by ix0 we now get:
∂0
(
e−cx
0
F (ix0)
)
= 0 . (2.28)
Thus e−cx
0
F (ix0) is a conserved charge. This gives a general procedure for constructing
the conserved charge carried by a D-brane corresponding to a specific rigid gauge trans-
formation in closed string theory. The suggestion that the BRST invariance of 〈B| carries
information about conserved charges has been made earlier in [52].
Given an element |Λ〉 of the BRST cohomology with a specific momentum c, there
are clearly infinite number of families |Λ(p)〉 with the property that |Λ(p = c)〉 = |Λ〉.
On physical grounds the conserved charge associated with the symmetry generated by
|Λ〉 should not depend on the choice of the family. We shall now prove this explicitly
by demonstrating that if two families of gauge transformations parameters |Λ(1)(p)〉 and
|Λ(2)(p)〉 approach the same value at p = c, then they give rise to the same conserved
charge. In this case, we may write
|Λ(1)(p)〉 − |Λ(2)(p)〉 = (p− c)|Λ(0)(p)〉 , (2.29)
for some |Λ(0)(p)〉, so that the difference between |Λ(1)(p)〉 and |Λ(2)(p)〉 vanishes at p = c.
Eqs.(2.21) and (2.29) now give:
|φ(1)(p)〉 − |φ(2)(p)〉 = (QB + Q¯B)|Λ(0)(p)〉 , (2.30)
where |φ(i)(p)〉 is related to |Λ(i)(p)〉 as in eq.(2.21). If F (1)(x) and F (2)(x) denote the
corresponding conserved charges as defined in (2.26), then we have
F (1)(x)− F (2)(x) =
∫ dp
2π
e−ipx〈B|(c0 − c¯0)(QB + Q¯B)|Λ(0)(p)〉 . (2.31)
Since 〈B| is annihilated by (QB + Q¯B), we can replace the (c0 − c−0 )(QB + Q¯B) term by
{(c0−c−0 ), (QB+ Q¯B)}. This in turn does not contain any zero mode (c0− c¯0). Since both
〈B| and |Λ(0)(p)〉 are annihilated by (b0 − b¯0), we see that the right hand side of (2.31)
vanishes due to the absence of the zero mode (c0 − c¯0) in the matrix element. This in
turn establishes that the conserved charges F (1) and F (2) are identical.
It also follows from the above analysis that if |Λ〉 is BRST trivial then the correspond-
ing conserved charge vanishes. To see this let us assume that |Λ〉 = (QB + Q¯B)|χ〉 for
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some ghost number zero state |χ〉. Let |χ(p)〉 denote a family of states labelled by the mo-
mentum p such that |χ(p = c)〉 = |χ〉. Then the family |Λ˜(p)〉 ≡ (QB + Q¯B)|χ(p)〉 has the
property that it reduces to |Λ〉 for p = c. Thus we can compute the conserved charge asso-
ciated with this symmetry using this family |Λ˜(p)〉. However in this case (QB+Q¯B)|Λ˜(p)〉
vanishes for all p, and hence the corresponding state |φ˜(p)〉 = (p−m)−1(QB + Q¯B)|Λ˜(p)〉
also vanishes for all p. Using the definition (2.26) of the conserved charge we see clearly
that the corresponding conserved charge also vanishes in this case.
Finally we note from the definition (2.26) of F (x) and the fact that F (x) ∝ e−icx due to
the conservation law, that the value of F depends on the matrix element 〈B|(c0− c¯0)|φ(p)〉
at p = c. If |φ(p = c)〉 is BRST exact then this matrix element vanishes and we do not
get a non-trivial conserved charge.
3 Symmetries and Conserved Charges in Two Di-
mensional String Theory
In this section we shall use the results of section 2 to construct infinite number of conserved
charges in two dimensional bosonic string theory. We begin with a brief review of two
dimensional string theory. The world-sheet description of the theory involves a time like
scalar field X0, a Liouville field theory with c = 25 and the usual ghost fields b, c, b¯, c¯. In
the α′ = 1 unit that we shall be using, the Liouville theory is described by a single scalar
field ϕ with exponential potential in the world sheet action:4
sliouville =
∫
d2z
(
1
2π
∂zϕ∂z¯ϕ+ µ e
2ϕ
)
, (3.1)
where µ is a parameter which we shall set to unity by a shift of the field ϕ. There is also
a linear dilaton field background along the Liouville direction
ΦD = 2ϕ , (3.2)
which makes the total central charge associated with the Liouville direction to be 25.
For large negative ϕ, the potential term e2ϕ is negligible, and ϕ behaves as a free scalar
field with background charge. This is also the region where the effective string coupling
constant eΦD = e2ϕ is small. We shall call this region the weak coupling region.
In order to understand the structure of BRST cohomology in the two dimensional
string theory, it will be convenient to first regard the left and right moving components
4The Liouvile theory with c = 25 actually has a term ∝ ϕe2ϕ in the world-sheet action[53, 54]. As
in [1, 2, 3] we shall regard the c = 25 Liouville theory as the c → 25 limit of theories with c > 25. For
c > 25, (3.1) (with e2ϕ replaced by an appropriate power of eϕ) is the correct form of the action, but µ
undergoes an infinite renormalization as we take the c→ 25 limit.
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of the world-sheet scalar field X = iX0 and the Liouville field ϕ as independent, con-
struct states in the left- and the right-moving sectors separately, and then combine them
matching the momenta in the left- and the right-moving sector to construct proper states
of the two dimensional string theory. We begin with the CFT associated with the free
scalar field X. Let us denote by XL and XR the left and the right-moving components of
X. The CFT, besides containing the usual primary states eikXL(0)|0〉X and eikXR(0)|0〉X ,
contains a set of primaries |j,m〉L, |j,m〉R of the form[55]:
|j,m〉L = PLj,me2imXL(0)|0〉X , |j,m〉R = PRj,me2imXR(0)|0〉X, (3.3)
where PLj,m and PRj,m are some combination of non-zero mode XL, XR oscillators of level
(j2 − m2), and (j,m) are SU(2) quantum numbers with −j ≤ m ≤ j.5 For example,
we have |1, 0〉L = α−1|0〉X , |1, 0〉R = α¯−1|0〉X , where αn, α¯n are the usual oscillators of
the X-field. PLj,±j and PRj,±j, being of level 0, must be identity operators. Thus |j, j〉L =
e2ijXL(0)|0〉, |j, j〉R = e2ijXR(0)|0〉.
We shall combine the left and the right-moving modes to define:
|j,m〉X = |j,m〉L × |j,m〉R = PLj,mPRj,m e2imX(0)|0〉X . (3.4)
In fact this theory contains a more general set of primaries |j,m〉L×|j′, m〉R, but we shall
not introduce a special symbol to label these states. For later use we shall also define:
|j,m, p〉L = PLj,m eipXL(0)|0〉X, |j,m, p〉R = PRj,m eipXR(0)|0〉X , (3.5)
for an arbitrary X-momentum p, and
|j,m, p〉X = |j,m, p〉L × |j,m, p〉R = PLj,mPRj,m |p〉X , (3.6)
where
|p〉X = eipX(0)|0〉X . (3.7)
We shall normalize PLj,m, PRj,m such that:
X〈j,m, p|j′, m, p′〉X = X〈p|p′〉X δjj′ = 2π δ(p+ p′) δjj′, (3.8)
where X〈·|·〉X denotes BPZ inner product in the CFT of the X-field. The vanishing of
this inner product for j 6= j′ follows simply from the fact that the two states have different
conformal weights.
5The underlying SU(2) algebras in the left and right-moving sectors of the world-sheet are generated by
e±2iXL , i∂XL, e±2iXR and i∂¯XR. These generators do not have well defined action on a vertex operator
eikX for non-integer k, and hence do not generate a symmetry of the theory unless X is compactified on
a circle of self-dual radius. Nevertheless this algebra is useful in analyzing the properties of the special
primary states |j,m〉X even when X represents a non-compact coordinate.
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The Liouville field theory contains a set of primary vertex operators Vβ of conformal
weight (hβ , hβ) with
hβ =
1
4
β(4− β) . (3.9)
For large negative ϕ where ϕ behaves as a free scalar field with background charge,
Vβ ∼ eβϕ for β < 2. Although the world-sheet action is not that of a free field theory,
it describes a solvable CFT[56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. There is a reflection symmetry[58, 59]
that relates the vertex operator Vβ to V4−β up to a constant of proportionality. Of these
only the vertex operators V2+iP for real P describe δ-function normalizable states. The
normalization of these vertex operators will be chosen such that
〈V2+iP (1)V2+iP ′(0)〉liouville = 2π
δ(P + P ′)− ( Γ(iP )
Γ(−iP )
)2
δ(P − P ′)
 . (3.10)
The second term in this expression is required by the reflection symmetry[58, 59] V2+iP ≡
−
(
Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
)2
V2−iP . With this normalization
V2+iP ∼ e(2+iP )ϕ −
(
Γ(iP )
Γ(−iP )
)2
e(2−iP )ϕ , (3.11)
for large negative ϕ. The second term reflects the effect of the exponentially growing
potential for large positive ϕ.
This normalization differs from the implicit normalization assumed in [44] where the
second delta function in (3.10) was absent, and we pretended that V2+iP and V2−iP are
independent vertex operators. As long as we work with appropriate linear combinations
of V2+iP and V2−iP which obey the reflection symmetry, this procedure gives the correct
result. The closest analogy of this in ordinary quantum mechanics is that while studying
a free particle on a half line with Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary condition on the wave-
function at the origin, we can study the theory on the full line with basis states eikx
and at the end restrict the field configurations to be even (odd) under reflection around
the origin. In contrast in this paper we use the convention that V2+iP itself obeys the
reflection symmetry dictated by the CFT. This is analogous to using 2 cos x (2 sin x)
as basis functions for free particle on a half line with Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary
condition on the wave-function at the origin. Any basis independent relation e.g. eq.(5.7)
will not be affected by this difference in the choice of basis.
For simplifying the notation we shall regard the vertex operator Vβ as a product of a
left-chiral vertex operator V Lβ and a right-chiral vertex operator V
R
β of dimension (hβ , 0)
and (0, hβ) respectively, although in the final expression only the product V
L
β V
R
β will
appear.
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We shall now review some results on the chiral BRST cohomology of the world-sheet
theory[46, 47, 48, 36, 42, 5, 61, 62] in ghost number zero and one sectors.6 As we shall
see, these will be the basic building blocks for the construction of non-trivial symmetry
generators of the two dimensional string theory under which D-branes are charged. For
definiteness we shall describe the results in the left-moving (holomorphic) sector, but
identical results hold in the right-moving sector as well. We begin in the ghost number
one sector. In this sector we have an infinite number of elements of the BRST cohomology
labelled by the SU(2) quantum numbers (j,m) with−j ≤ m ≤ j, represented by the states
|Y Lj,m〉 = |j,m〉L ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost
= PLj,me2imXL(0)|0〉X ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost , (3.12)
where PLj,m has been defined in (3.3). By construction these states have zero L0 eigenvalue.
For later use we define:
|Y Lj,m(p)〉 = PLj,meipXL(0)|0〉X ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost . (3.13)
In the ghost number 0 sector also we have an infinite number of elements of the BRST
cohomology labelled by the SU(2) quantum numbers (j−1, m) with −(j−1) ≤ m ≤ j−1.
The representative elements of the BRST cohomology can be chosen to be of the form
|OLj−1,m〉 = QLj−1,m|j − 1, m〉L ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost , (3.14)
where QLj−1,m is an operator of ghost number −1, level (2j−1) constructed from negative
moded ghost oscillators and X and Liouville Virasoro generators[61]. Using (3.3) this can
be rewritten as
|OLj−1,m〉 = RLj−1,me2imXL(0)|0〉X ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost (3.15)
6Much of the earlier analysis on the BRST cohomology in two dimensional string theory was done for
µ = 0. We shall not try to carry out a complete analysis of the BRST cohomology for µ 6= 0. Instead
we shall use the elements of BRST cohomology found in earlier analysis which do not require explicit
use of the oscillators of ϕ, but involve only those states in the Liouville theory which are obtained by
the action of the Liouville Virasoro generators on primary operators of the form Vα. These states can
be easily defined in the interacting theory. Thus for example states of the form (c∂ϕ(0) + ∂c(0))|0〉,
which are valid elements of the BRST cohomology for µ = 0, will not be included in our analysis since
∂ϕ(0)|0〉liouville cannot be expressed as a combination of Liouville Virasoro generators acting on a primary
state Vα(0)|0〉liouville. On the other hand a state of the form c∂2c(0)|0〉, which is BRST invariant but was
not included as an element of the relative BRST cohomology since it is proportional to QBc∂ϕ(0)|0〉, will
now be regarded as a valid element of the relative BRST cohomology. The other main difference from
the µ = 0 case is that for µ = 0 a state was taken to vanish only if it vanishes when expressed in terms
of the Liouville oscillators. Since we are not making use of Liouville oscillators, we shall consider a state
to vanish if it is a linear combination of null states of the Liouville Virasoro algebra. Since the one point
function of null states on a disk vanishes for the D0-brane boundary CFT[23], this prescription does not
lead to any internal contradiction.
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where RLj−1,m ≡ QLj−1,mPLj−1,m is an operator of ghost number −1 constructed from
negative moded X and ghost oscillators and Liouville Virasoro generators.7 For later
use we now define:
|OLj−1,m(p)〉 = RLj−1,meipXL(0)|0〉X ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost . (3.16)
Note that |Y Lj,m(p)〉 and |OLj−1,m(p)〉 are both built by the action of X and ghost oscillators
and Liouville Virasoro generators on the same Fock vacuum eipXL(0)|0〉X⊗V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville⊗
c1|0〉ghost, and satisfy
b0|OLj−1,m(p)〉 = 0, b0|Y Lj,m(p)〉 = 0 . (3.17)
Furthermore, since |Y Lj,m(p = 2m)〉 and |OLj−1,m(p = 2m)〉 have zero L0 eigenvalues, we
have
L0|OLj−1,m(p)〉 =
1
4
(p2 − 4m2) |OLj−1,m(p)〉 , L0|Y Lj,m(p)〉 =
1
4
(p2 − 4m2) |Y Lj,m(p)〉 .
(3.18)
Given that |OLj−1,m〉 = |OLj−1,m(p = 2m)〉 and |Y Lj,m〉 = |Y Lj,m(p = 2m)〉 are BRST
invariant, we must have8
QB|OLj−1,m(p)〉 = (p− 2m)|ηL(j),m(p)〉 , (3.19)
and
QB|Y Lj,m(p)〉 = (p− 2m)|ψL(j),m(p)〉 , (3.20)
for some states |ηL(j),m(p)〉 and |ψL(j),m(p)〉. It follows from eqs.(3.19) and (3.20) and the
nilpotence of QB that both |ηL(j),m(p)〉 and |ψL(j),m(p)〉 are BRST invariant for any p 6= 2m
and hence by analytic continuation also for p = 2m. We also see from eqs.(3.19), (3.20)
that for p 6= 2m, |ηL(j),m(p)〉 and |ψL(j),m(p)〉 are BRST trivial but for p = 2m they can be
BRST non-trivial. Finally we note that since |OLj−1,m(p)〉 and |Y Lj,m(p)〉 have non-vanishing
L0 eigenvalues proportional to (p
2−4m2), |ηL(j),m(p)〉 and |ψL(j),m(p)〉 defined through (3.19)
and (3.20) are not annihilated by b0 in general.
It has been shown in appendix A that at p = 2m,
|ηL(j),m〉 ≡ |ηL(j),m(p = 2m)〉 = |Y Lj,m〉+ |η̂L(j),m〉 , (3.21)
7Note that while QLj−1,m is built from X Virasoro generators, RLj−1,m is built from X oscillators. The
distinction is important. While any combination of X Virasoro generators, acting on a state of definite
X-momentum, can be expressed in terms of X-oscillators, the reverse is not always true.
8For a chiral state we shall use the convention that at p = 2m a state labelled by the subscript j,m
carries definite SU(2) quantum numbers (j,m), whereas a state labelled be the subscript (j),m does not
in general have definite SU(2) quantum numbers. After combining the left- and the right-moving sectors
to get full closed string states we shall no longer follow this convention.
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|ψL(j),m〉 ≡ |ψL(j),m(p = 2m)〉 = mc0 |Y Lj,m〉+ |τLj−1,m〉 , (3.22)
where |η̂L(j),m〉 is a linear combination of states carrying SU(2) quantum numbers (j−1, m)
and (j − 2, m), and |τLj−1,m〉 has SU(2) quantum numbers (j − 1, m).
This finishes our discussion of chiral BRST cohomology in ghost numbers zero and
one sectors. We shall now combine the left and the right-moving states matching X and
ϕ momenta to construct a family of states |Λj,m(p)〉 of ghost number 1, satisfying the
requirement (2.21). We define:9
|Λj,m(p)〉 = 1
2
[
|OLj−1,m(p)〉 × |Y Rj,m(p)〉 − |Y Lj,m(p)〉 × |ORj−1,m(p)〉
]
,
j ≥ 1, −(j − 1) ≤ m ≤ j − 1 . (3.23)
From (3.17), (3.18), their right-moving counterpart, it follows that
(b0 − b¯0)|Λj,m(p)〉 = (L0 − L¯0)|Λj,m(p)〉 = 0 , (3.24)
Also using (3.19), (3.20) and their right-moving counterpart, we get:
(QB + Q¯B)|Λj,m(p)〉 = (p− 2m)|φj,m(p)〉 , (3.25)
where
|φj,m(p)〉 = 1
2
[
|ηL(j),m(p)〉 × |Y Rj,m(p)〉+ |OLj−1,m(p)〉 × |ψR(j),m(p)〉
−|ψL(j),m(p)〉 × |ORj−1,m(p)〉+ |Y Lj,m(p)〉 × |ηR(j),m(p)〉
]
. (3.26)
Eqs.(3.24), (3.25) now give
(b0 − b¯0)|φj,m(p)〉 = 0, (L0 − L¯0)|φj,m(p)〉 = 0 . (3.27)
For explicit computation of the conserved charge in section 4 we shall need the form
of |φj,m(p = 2m)〉. Using eqs.(3.21), (3.22) we get
|φj,m(p = 2m)〉 = |Y Lj,m〉 × |Y Rj,m〉+ |ωj,m〉
+
1
2
[
|η̂L(j),m〉 × |Y Rj,m〉+ |Y Lj,m〉 × |η̂R(j),m〉
]
+
m
2
[
|OLj−1,m〉 × c¯0|Y Rj,m〉 − c0|Y Lj,m〉 × |ORj−1,m〉
]
, (3.28)
9Note that these gauge transformation parameters are of order e2(1−j)ϕ for large negative ϕ and hence
grow exponentially in this region for j > 1. Nevertheless, since the D0-brane is located in the strong
coupling region of ϕ > 0, we expect these transformations to describe sensible symmetries of the open
string field theory on the D0-brane.
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where
|ωj,m〉 = 1
2
|OLj−1,m〉 × |τRj−1,m〉 −
1
2
|τLj−1,m〉 × |ORj−1,m〉
=
1
2
√
2
(
|OLj−1,m〉 ×
∞∑
n=1
c¯−nα¯n|Y Rj,m〉 −
∞∑
n=1
c−nαn|Y Lj,m〉 × |ORj−1,m〉
)
.(3.29)
In going from the first to the second line of (3.29) we have used eq.(A.12). The first term
in (4.25) is built on the primary |j,m〉X , whereas the second term |ωj,m〉 is built on the
primary |j − 1, m〉X . |ωj,m〉 are BRST invariant ghost number two closed string states,
carrying SU(2)L × SU(2)R quantum numbers (j − 1, m; j − 1, m), which are not of the
form |Y Lj−1,m〉×|Y Rj−1,m〉. They represent elements of the relative BRST cohomology which
cannot be factored into a ghost number 1 state on the left and a ghost number 1 state on
the right. For example |ω1,0〉 ∝ (c−1c1− c¯−1c¯1)|0〉.10 In general |ωj,m〉 will be proportional
to the BRST invariant state
∑
n n(c−ncn − c¯−nc¯n)|OLj−1,m〉 × |ORj−1,m〉[61] up to addition
of BRST trivial terms.
Eqs.(2.26)-(2.27) now tell us that for a D-brane in this two dimensional string theory
described by a boundary state |B〉,
∂x
(
e2imxFj,m(x)
)
= 0 , (3.30)
where
Fj,m(x) =
∫
dp
2π
e−ipx〈B|(c0 − c¯0)|φj,m(p)〉 . (3.31)
Since (3.30) shows that Fj,m(x) ∝ e−2imx, the contribution to (3.31) must come from a
term proportional to δ(p − 2m) in the integrand. Thus computation of the actual value
of Fj,m(x) should only involve |φj,m(p)〉 evaluated at p = 2m, despite the fact that its
definition in terms of the boundary state involves |φj,m(p)〉 for general p.
The Minkowski continuation x → ix0 then gives e−2mx0Fj,m(ix0) as the conserved
charge. We define
Qj,m(x
0) = − 1
2
√
π
Fj,m(ix
0) , (3.32)
where the overall normalization constant − 1
2
√
pi
has been fixed arbitrarily in order to
simplify some of the formulæ which will appear later. e−2mx
0
Qj,m(x
0) gives the conserved
charge in the Minkowski theory associated with the global symmetry generated by |Λj,m〉.
10As pointed out in footnote 6, this state is BRST trivial for µ = 0, but not for µ 6= 0. Physically
this reflects that a constant dilaton, which was a pure gauge deformation for µ = 0 since it could be
absorbed by translating ϕ, is no longer a pure gauge for µ 6= 0 since translation of ϕ now will also change
µ. In fact one can explicitly check that the vertex operator associated with the state (c0 − c¯0)|ω1,0〉 has
a non-vanishing inner product with the boundary state describing a D0-brane.
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We shall loosely refer to Qj,m as the conserved charge with the understanding that it is
e−2mx
0
Qj,m(x
0) that is really conserved. We could have absorbed the factor e−2mx
0
in the
definition of Qj,m so that Qj,m itself would be conserved. However the definition (3.32)
has the advantage that it does not involve any explicit time dependent factors. This
guarantees that when we relate Qj,m to some quantity in the matrix model, then it must
be formed out of matrix model variables without any explicit time dependent factors.
Before concluding this section we shall illustrate our result with a simple example. For
(j,m) = (1, 0) the symmetry generator |Λ1,0〉 takes the form
|Λ1,0〉 = (c1α−1 − c¯1α¯−1)|0〉 (3.33)
up to an overall normalization constant. This represents translation along x. We define
|Λ1,0(p)〉 = (c1α−1 − c¯1α¯−1)|p〉 , (3.34)
where |p〉 = eipX(0)|0〉. Using the definition (3.25) and the form of QB given in (A.5) we
get
|φ1,0(p)〉 = 1√
2
[
p
2
√
2
(c0 + c¯0) (c1α−1 − c¯1α¯−1)− 2c1c¯1α−1α¯−1 + (c−1c1 − c¯−1c¯1)
]
|p〉 .
(3.35)
We can use this to define F1,0(x). However as argued earlier, the actual value of F1,0 can
only depend on |φ1,0(p = 0)〉, and comes from a term in |B〉 built over the |p = 0〉 state:
(c0 + c¯0) [Ac1c¯1α−1α¯−1 +B(c−1c1 − c¯−1c¯1) + . . .] |0〉 , (3.36)
where . . . involves higher level oscillators. (3.31), (3.35) now gives:
F1,0 ∝ (A +B) . (3.37)
Upon continuation to Minkowski space this agrees precisely with the expression for the
energy of a D-brane as given in [25].
4 Charges Carried by the Rolling Tachyon Background
Two dimensional string theory has a D0-brane, described by the boundary state
|B0〉 = |B0〉X ⊗ |B〉liouville ⊗ |B〉ghost . (4.1)
Here |B〉ghost denotes the standard boundary state in the ghost sector that accompanies
any D-brane
|B〉ghost = exp
(
−
∞∑
n=1
(b¯−nc−n + b−nc¯−n)
)
(c0 + c¯0)c1c¯1|0〉ghost . (4.2)
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|B〉liouville denotes the boundary state of the D0-brane CFT in the Liouville sector[23, 2]:
|B〉liouville = − i
gs
1
2
√
π
∫
dP
2π
sinh(πP )
Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
|P 〉〉liouville , (4.3)
where |P 〉〉liouville is the Virasoro Ishibashi state[63] built on the primary |P 〉liouville ≡
V2+iP (0)|0〉liouville.11 Finally |B0〉X is given by:
|B0〉X = exp
(
−
∞∑
n=1
1
n
α−nα¯−n
)
|0〉X . (4.4)
Besides an overall factor of g−1s , the boundary state |B0〉 apparently differs from the
corresponding boundary state given in [44] by a factor of 1
2
. This is a reflection of the
difference in the choice of convention for V2+iP as mentioned below eq.(3.11). Alternatively
we could multiply the right hand side of (4.3) by a factor of 2, and restrict the integration
over P to positive real axis only.
The open string spectrum on this D0-brane has a tachyon. We can construct a family
of classical solutions describing the rolling of this tachyon away from the maximum of
the tachyon potential[24, 25]. In the euclidean version the family of boundary CFT’s
describing these solutions is obtained by deforming the original CFT of the D0-brane by
the boundary term
λ
∫
dt cos(X(t)) , (4.5)
where t denotes a parameter labelling the boundary of the world-sheet and λ is the
parameter labelling the rolling tachyon solution. The boundary state |B〉 associated with
this classical solution has the form:
|B〉 = |B1〉+ |B2〉 (4.6)
where
|B1〉 = |B1〉X ⊗ |B〉liouville ⊗ |B〉ghost
|B2〉 = |B2〉X ⊗ |B〉liouville ⊗ |B〉ghost . (4.7)
|B〉ghost and |B〉liouville are as given in (4.2), (4.3). Computation of |B1〉X + |B2〉X has been
given in refs.[64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 44, 69, 70]. Here we shall follow the approach of ref.[44]
and express the total boundary state as a sum of two parts. |B1〉X is given by
|B1〉X = exp
( ∞∑
n=1
1
n
α−nα¯−n
)
f(X(0))|0〉X , (4.8)
11Note that |P = 0〉liouville 6= |0〉liouville. We apologize for this inconsistency in notation.
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where
f(x) =
1
1 + sin(πλ)eix
+
1
1 + sin(πλ)e−ix
− 1 = ∑
2m∈Z
(−1)2m sin2|m|(πλ) e2imx . (4.9)
On the other hand |B2〉X is given by:
|B2〉X =
∑
j≥1
j−1∑
m=1−j
fj,m(λ)|j,m〉〉X (4.10)
where |j,m〉〉X denotes the Virasoro Ishibashi state[63] built over the primary state
|j,m〉X , and
fj,m(λ) = D
j
m,−m(2πλ)
(−1)2m
Djm,−m(π)
− (−1)2m sin2|m|(πλ) . (4.11)
Here Djm,n(θ) denotes the representation of the SU(2) group element e
iθσ1/2 in the spin
j representation. Since fj,m(λ) involves only the ratio D
j
m,−m(2πλ)/D
j
m,−m(π), it is inde-
pendent of the choice of the phase of the basis states used to define Djm,n. With some
particular choice of the phases of the basis states we have (see e.g. [65])
Djm,n(2πλ) =
min(j−m,j+n)∑
µ=max(0,n−m)
[(j +m)!(j −m)!(j + n)!(j − n)!] 12
(j −m− µ)!(j + n− µ)!µ!(m− n+ µ)!
(cos(πλ))2(j−µ)+n−m(i sin(πλ))m−n+2µ . (4.12)
Using (4.12) and some algebra, eq.(4.11) may be rewritten as
fj,m(λ) = (−1)2|m| cos2(πλ) sin2|m|(πλ)
j−|m|−1∑
s=0
αsj,m sin
2s(πλ) , (4.13)
where
αsj,m ≡
s∑
µ=0
(j + |m|)!(j − |m|)!(j − |m| − 1− µ)!(−1)s−j+|m|
((j − |m| − µ)!)2µ!(2|m|+ µ)!(s− µ)!(j − |m| − 1− s)! − 1
for s ≤ j − |m| − 1 ,
≡ 0 for s > j − |m| − 1 . (4.14)
Thus fj,m(λ) depends on the magnitude of m but not its sign.
|B1〉X given in (4.8) can also be expressed in terms of the Ishibashi states |j,m〉〉X as
follows. We rewrite (4.8) as
|B1〉X =
∑
2m∈Z
exp
( ∞∑
n=1
1
n
α−nα¯−n
)
(−1)2m sin2|m|(πλ)e2imX(0)|0〉
=
∑
2m∈Z
(−1)2m sin2|m|(πλ) ∑
N
|N,m〉L ⊗ |N,m〉R , (4.15)
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where |N,m〉L (|N,m〉R) denote a complete basis of orthonormal states constructed out
of products of α−n’s (α¯−n’s) acting on e2imXL(0)|0〉 (e2imXR(0)|0〉). In going from the first
to the second line of (4.15) we have expanded exp
(∑∞
n=1
1
n
α−nα¯−n
)
in a power series
expansion. If ˜|N,m〉L ( ˜|N,m〉R) denote another basis of orthonormal states, related to
the previous basis by a rotation:
˜|N,m〉L = RNN ′ |N ′, m〉L, ˜|N,m〉R = RNN ′|N ′, m〉R , RNMRNM ′ = δMM ′ , (4.16)
then (4.15) may be reexpressed as
|B1〉X =
∑
2m∈Z
(−1)2m sin2|m|(πλ) ∑
N
˜|N,m〉L ⊗ ˜|N,m〉R . (4.17)
Choosing ˜|N,m〉L and ˜|N,m〉R to be the orthonormal basis of states formed out of |j,m〉L,
|j,m〉R and their Virasoro descendants, we arrive at the equation:
|B1〉X =
∑
j≥0
j∑
m=−j
(−1)2m sin2|m|(πλ) |j,m〉〉X . (4.18)
We now turn to the computation of (3.31) for the boundary state |B〉 described above.
The first important point to note is that the contribution to (3.31) from the boundary
state |B1〉 vanishes. To see this we note that the state:
|B1(p)〉 ≡ exp
( ∞∑
n=1
1
n
α−nα¯−n
)
eip.X(0)|0〉X ⊗ |B〉liouville ⊗ |B〉ghost (4.19)
is BRST invariant for every p[44]:
(QB + Q¯B)|B1(p)〉 = 0 . (4.20)
As a result, using (3.25) we get
〈B1(p′)|(c0 − c¯0)|φj,m(p)〉 = (p− 2m)−1 〈B1(p′)|{(c0 − c¯0), (QB + Q¯B)}|Λj,m(p)〉 . (4.21)
Now {(c0 − c¯0), (QB + Q¯B)} does not have any c or c¯ zero mode. Using (3.24) we also
see that |Λj,m(p)〉 does not have any (c0 − c¯0) zero mode. On the other hand the |B〉ghost
appearing in the expression for |B1〉 contains only a zero mode of (c0 + c¯0) but not of
(c0 − c¯0). As a result the operators appearing in the matrix element (4.21) does not have
any (c0 − c¯0) zero mode and hence the matrix element vanishes. This gives:
〈B1(p′)|(c0 − c¯0)|φj,m(p)〉 = 0 , (4.22)
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for every p 6= 2m. By analytic continuation12 this result must hold also for p = 2m. Since
|B1〉 defined in (4.7), (4.8) is a linear combination of |B1(p)〉 defined in (4.19), we see that
〈B1|(c0 − c¯0)|φj,m(p)〉 = 0 . (4.23)
This agrees with the conclusion of [44] that the |B1〉 part of the boundary state does not
carry any information about conserved charges.
Thus we have
Fj,m(x) =
∫
dp
2π
e−ipx〈B2|(c0 − c¯0)|φj,m(p)〉 . (4.24)
As pointed out below (3.31), the contribution to Fj,m(x) only involves |φj,m(p = 2m)〉.
Furthermore, since |B2〉X contains contribution from states built on primaries of the form
|j,m〉L × |j,m〉R, we can throw away from |φj,m(p = 2m)〉 all terms which are built on
primaries of the form |j′, m〉L × |j′′, m〉R with j′ 6= j′′. The part of |φj,m(p = 2m)〉 that
contributes to (4.24) is given by the terms in the first line on the right hand side of (3.28):
|Y Lj,m〉 × |Y Rj,m〉+ |ωj,m〉 , (4.25)
since |η̂L(j),m〉 (|η̂R(j),m〉) is a linear combination of states with left (right) SU(2) quantum
numbers (j−1, m) and (j−2, m). The contribution to (4.24) from the first term of (4.25)
is easy to evaluate. The relevant part of the boundary state |B2〉 that contributes to this
matrix element is
fj,−m(λ)|j,−m〉X ⊗ |B〉liouville ⊗ (c0 + c¯0)c1c¯1|0〉ghost (4.26)
Using eq.(3.8), (3.13) and the normalization condition
〈0|c−1c¯−1c0c¯0c1c¯1|0〉ghost = 1 , (4.27)
we get the contribution to (4.24) from this term to be
2 fj,−m(λ) e−2imx liouville〈B|V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville . (4.28)
Since |ωj,m〉 carries left and right SU(2) quantum numbers (j−1, m), the contribution
to (4.24) from the second term on the right hand side of (4.25) will be proportional to
2fj−1,−m(λ) e−2imx liouville〈B|V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville. If we denote the constant of proportion-
ality by aj,m, then this contribution is
2 aj,m fj−1,−m(λ) e−2imx liouville〈B|V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville . (4.29)
12The inner product in the left hand side of (4.22) carries a factor of 2piδ(p+ p′) which is clearly not
an analytic function of p. Eq.(4.22) implies that the coefficient of this δ-function, regarded as a function
of p after setting p′ = −p, vanishes. It is this coefficient that is expected to be an analytic function of p.
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Combining (4.28) and (4.29) we now get
Fj,m(x) = 2 (fj,−m(λ) + aj,m fj−1,−m(λ)) e−2imx liouville〈B|V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville . (4.30)
While a direct computation of aj,m is somewhat involved we can calculate it indirectly
by using (4.23) and the form of |B1〉X given in (4.18). Using the same line of argument
as used for |B2〉, we get the contribution to Fj,m(x) from |B1〉 to be
2 (−1)2m sin2|m|(πλ) (1 + aj,m) e−2imx liouville〈B|V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville . (4.31)
On the other hand from the general argument given earlier we know that the contribution
to Fj,m(x) from |B1〉 must vanish. This gives:
aj,m = −1 . (4.32)
Hence (4.30) takes the form:
Fj,m(x) = 2 (fj,−m(λ)− fj−1,−m(λ)) e−2imx liouville〈B|V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville . (4.33)
Using eqs.(3.10), (4.3) we get
liouville〈B|V2+iP (0)|0〉liouville = 1
gs
1√
π
i sinh(πP )
Γ(iP )
Γ(−iP ) . (4.34)
Taking P → 2ij limit in the above formula we get
liouville〈B|V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville = 1
gs
√
π
(2j)!(2j − 1)! . (4.35)
Thus
Fj,m(x) =
2
√
π
(2j)!(2j − 1)!
1
gs
(fj,−m(λ)− fj−1,−m(λ)) e−2imx . (4.36)
Under the replacement x→ ix0 this gives
Qj,m(x
0) ≡ − 1
2
√
π
Fj,m(ix
0) = − 1
gs
1
(2j)!(2j − 1)! (fj,−m(λ)− fj−1,−m(λ)) e
2mx0 , (4.37)
Using (4.13) we can rewrite this as
Qj,m(x
0) =
1
gs
(−1)2m e2mx0 cos2(πλ)
j−1∑
l=|m|
bl,mj sin
2l(πλ) , (4.38)
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where
bl,mj = −
1
(2j)!(2j − 1)!
[
α
l−|m|
j,−m − αl−|m|j−1,−m
]
for |m| ≤ l ≤ j − 1 ,
= 0 otherwise . (4.39)
The coefficients αsj,m have been defined in (4.14). It is understood that the sum over l in
(4.38) will always be in integer steps but l itself can be integer or half integer depending
on whether m is integer or half integer.
From (4.38), (4.39), (4.14) we get
Q1,0 =
1
gs
cos2(πλ) b0,01 =
1
gs
cos2(πλ) . (4.40)
Thus Q1,0 measures the total energy of the D0-brane[24, 25].
Although the above analysis defines infinite number of conserved charges, for a single
D0-brane information about these conserved charges is highly superfluous. Since the
classical trajectories of a D0-brane are labelled by a single parameter λ, knowing one
of these charges (say Q1,0) determines all the other charges. However, the information
contained in these conserved charges becomes useful if we have a system of multiple
(say n) D0-branes. In that case the tachyon on each D0-brane can roll independently
with parameter values λ1, . . ., λn, and furthermore, there may be arbitrary time delay
between the motion of these tachyons, reflected in the freedom of shifting x0 for the rolling
tachyon backgrounds by arbitrary constants c1, . . ., cn. The conserved charges Qj,m for
such a system are given by:
Qj,m(x
0) =
1
gs
(−1)2m e2mx0
j−1∑
l=|m|
bl,mj
n∑
r=1
e2mcr cos2(πλr) sin
2l(πλr) . (4.41)
In principle, knowing the infinite number of Qj,m’s we can determine the parameters λr
and cr for a given configuration.
5 Asymptotic Fields Produced by the Rolling Tachyon
Since the boundary state acts as source for closed string fields, it produces closed string
background |Φ〉. In the normalization convention we are using, the equation of motion
determining |Φ〉 takes the form[44]:
2(QB + Q¯B)|Φ〉 = g2s |B〉 . (5.1)
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The solution to this equation in Siegel gauge is given by:
|Φ〉 = g2s (b0 + b¯0)
(
2(L0 + L¯0)
)−1 |B〉 . (5.2)
The right hand side of (5.2) is ambiguous due to the existence of zero eigenvalue of
(L0 + L¯0) in the Minkowski space. We use the Hartle-Hawking prescription in which we
compute the result in the Euclidean theory and then analytically continue the result to
Minkowski theory[26, 27]. As was discussed in [44], |Φ〉 produced by the |B1〉 part of
the boundary state represents the closed string radiation produced by the rolling tachyon
solution whereas the closed string background produced by |B2〉 carries information about
the conserved charges carried by this system. We shall focus on the field produced by the
|B2〉 part of the boundary state and discuss some subtleties which were overlooked in the
analysis of [44].
We begin with the general expression for |B2〉:
|B2〉 = − i
gs
1
2
√
π
∑
j≥1
j−1∑
m=1−j
fj,m(λ)
∫
dP
2π
sinh(πP )
Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
|j,m〉〉X⊗|P 〉〉liouville⊗|B〉ghost .
(5.3)
The part of |B2〉 which involves the ground state in the ghost sector and primary states
in the matter and the Liouville sector is given by:
− i
gs
1
2
√
π
∑
j≥1
j−1∑
m=1−j
fj,m(λ)
∫
dP
2π
sinh(πP )
Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
|j,m〉X⊗|P 〉liouville⊗(c0+c¯0) c1c¯1|0〉ghost .
(5.4)
In the region of large negative ϕ, the liouville primary state |P 〉liouville behaves as
|P 〉liouville ≃ e(2+iP )ϕ(0)|0〉liouville −
(
Γ(iP )
Γ(−iP )
)2
e(2−iP )ϕ(0)|0〉liouville . (5.5)
Furthermore, acting on the state |j,m〉X ⊗ |P 〉liouville ⊗ (c0 + c¯0)c1c¯1|0〉ghost, the operator
2(L0+ L¯0) gives (P
2+4j2). Thus for large negative ϕ the closed string field configuration
produced by the component of the boundary state given in (5.4) is given by:
|Φˇ(2)〉 = − igs√
π
∑
j≥1
j−1∑
m=1−j
fj,m(λ)
∫
dP
2π
1
P 2 + 4j2
sinh(πP )
Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
|j,m〉X
⊗
e(2+iP )ϕ(0)|0〉liouville −
(
Γ(iP )
Γ(−iP )
)2
e(2−iP )ϕ(0)|0〉liouville
⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost .
(5.6)
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We can evaluate the first term by closing the contour in the lower half plane and the
second term by closing the contour in the upper half plane. The two contributions are
identical and the sum of them gives:13
|Φˇ(2)〉 = √π gs
∑
j≥1
j−1∑
m=−(j−1)
1
((2j)!)2
fj,m(λ)|j,m〉X ⊗ e2(1+j)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost .
(5.7)
This expression agrees with the corresponding expression in [44] up to factors of gs which
was set to 1 in [44].14
Now from eq.(4.37) we have
fj,−m(λ) = −gs
∑
|m|+1≤j′≤j
j−j′∈Z
(2j′)!(2j′ − 1)!Qj′,me−2mx0 . (5.8)
Eqs.(5.7), (5.8) relate the asymptotic form of |Φ〉 produced by the rolling tachyon back-
ground to the conserved charges Qj,m carried by the boundary state. In section 9 we shall
derive a general formula relating asymptotic field configurations to conserved charges.
In ref.[44] it was argued that the rest of the asymptotic field configuration produced
by |B2〉, involving states with oscillator excitations, could be gauged away. This was done
by showing that the boundary state |B2〉 does not produce any source term in the region
of large negative ϕ. Eq.(5.1) then shows that the string field |Φ〉 produced by |B2〉 must
be BRST invariant in this region. (Here we regard the BRST operator as a differential
operator in the (x, ϕ) space.) Since the states appearing in expression (5.7) are the only
non-trivial elements of the BRST cohomology, it then follows that any other contribution
to |Φ〉 in this region must be BRST trivial and hence can be gauged away.
There is however a subtlety in this argument which we wish to discuss here. For this
let us briefly recall the argument of [44] for the vanishing of the sources for large negarive
ϕ. For a D0-brane the Liouville part of the boundary state is proportional to15∫
dP sinh(πP )
Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
|P 〉〉liouville . (5.9)
If we focus on string field components which do not involve any oscillator excitation in
the Liouville sector, then for large negative ϕ (5.9) gives a source term for these fields
13Note that the classical background produced by the D0-brane corresponds to non-normalizable states
in the notation of ref.[71]. The same result is true for string theories based on c < 1 minimal models
coupled to gravity[72].
14For a recent discussion of why such backgrounds may be needed to describe a D0-brane from the
viewpoint of the matrix model, see [73].
15In (5.9) ϕ denotes the zero mode of ϕ labelling the space coordinate. We shall use the same symbol
ϕ to label the full Liouville field ϕ and its zero mode, but it should be clear from the context which
interpretation is appropriate.
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proportional to ∫
dP sinh(πP )
Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
e(2+iP )ϕ . (5.10)
This can be evaluated by closing the contour in the lower half plane. Since sinh(πP ) Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
does not have a pole in the lower half plane, the result vanishes. Thus |B2〉 does not
contribute to any source term for these fields for large negative ϕ.
A higher level state in the Liouville sector, appearing from the higher level states in
|P 〉〉liouville, will typically have a P dependent coefficient f(P ). Thus the source term
associated with such a string field component will be proportional to∫
dP sinh(πP ) f(P )
Γ(−iP )
Γ(iP )
e(2+iP )ϕ . (5.11)
As long as f(P ) does not have any pole in the lower half P plane, our argument for the
vanishing of this integral for large negative ϕ still goes through. However typically f(P )
does have poles, and the residues at the poles correspond precisely to the null states of
the Virasoro algebra. To see an example of this consider the expansion of |P 〉〉liouville to
states of level (1,1):
|P 〉〉liouville =
(
1 +
2
P 2 + 4
Lϕ−1L¯
ϕ
−1 + . . .
)
|P 〉liouville , (5.12)
where Lϕn , L¯
ϕ
n denote the Liouville Virasoro generators, |P 〉liouville = V2+iP (0)|0〉liouville
and . . . stand for higher level terms. The pole at P = −2i gives a contribution to (5.9)
proportional to
Lϕ−1L¯
ϕ
−1e
4ϕ(0)|0〉 , (5.13)
for large negative ϕ. This is a null state of the Liouville Virasoro algebra which does not
vanish when we express the Lϕn, L¯
ϕ
n in terms of the oscillators of ϕ.
The net conclusion from this is that the source term produced by |B2〉 vanishes for
large negative ϕ only if we set the null states to zero. This in turn shows that the string
field background |Φ〉 produced by the boundary state in the region of large negative ϕ is
BRST invariant only if we set the null states to zero.16 However, in this case there are
additional elements of the BRST cohomology in the ghost number two sector, which for
large negative ϕ take the form[61]:
gs
∑
n
n(c−ncn − c¯−nc¯n)RLj−1RRj−1 e2imX(0) e2(1+j)ϕ(0) c1c¯1|0〉 , (5.14)
16Operationally this means that we take a complete basis of states (not necessarily orthonormal) in our
conformal field theory to be the one generated by the action of X and ghost oscillators and the Liouville
Virasoro generators on primaries of the form eikX(0)|0〉X ⊗ |P 〉liouville ⊗ |0〉ghost, and specify a state in
the CFT by specifying its inner product with all members of this basis. Since a null state is orthogonal
to any member of the basis, it can be regarded as zero.
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whereRLj−1,RRj−1 are the same combination of oscillators which appear in the construction
of |OLj−1,m〉, |ORj−1,m〉 in eq.(3.15). Thus the background string field |Φ〉 produced by the
rolling tachyon boundary state will also contain linear combination of these states. We
can in principle calculate the coefficients of these terms using the analog of (5.6) for higher
level states, but we shall not do this here. For later use we note however that the state
given in (5.14) carries SU(2) quantum numbers (j − 1, m) both on the right and the left
sector of the world-sheet. Thus it must come from terms in |B2〉 carrying SU(2) quantum
numbers (j − 1, m), and as a result the coefficient of this term must be proportional to
fj−1,m(λ).
6 Relation to Conserved Charges in the Matrix Model
The two dimensional string theory has an equivalent description as a matrix model[17,
18, 19]. This matrix model in turn can be mapped to a theory of free fermions, each of
them moving under an inverted harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian:
h(q, p) =
1
2
(p2 − q2) + 1
gs
, (6.1)
where gs is a parameter which corresponds to the coupling constant of the closed string
theory in the continuum description. The fermi level is at zero energy; thus all negative
energy states are filled and positive energy states are empty. A single D0-brane of energy
E corresponds to a single fermion excited from the fermi level to an energy level E[2].
Thus the dynamics of a single D0-brane is described by the single particle Hamiltonian
(6.1) with an additional constraint:
h(q, p) ≥ 0 , (6.2)
due to Pauli exclusion principle. (6.1) together with the constraint (6.2) can be regarded
as the open string field theory of a single D0-brane in two dimensional string theory. The
configuration (q = 0, p = 0) represents the D0-brane with all open string fields set to zero.
The rolling tachyon solution of the continuum theory parametrized by λ corresponds
to a classical trajectory in this open string field theory with energy[1, 2, 3]
E =
1
gs
cos2(πλ) . (6.3)
This gives
q = −
√
2
gs
sin(πλ) coshx0, p = −
√
2
gs
sin(πλ) sinh x0 , (6.4)
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where for definiteness we have taken the trajectory to be in the negative q region. At the
classical level and for energy E < g−1s there is no tunneling from the negative q to the
positive q region. (6.4) may be rewritten as
(q ± p) = −
√
2
gs
sin(πλ)e±x
0
. (6.5)
We can now express the conserved charges Qj,m(x
0) of the continuum theory in terms of
matrix model variables[44] by reexpressing (4.38) in terms of q and p using (6.5). This
gives
Qj,m =
j−1∑
l=|m|
(
gs
2
)l
bl,mj Wl,m , (6.6)
where
Wl,m = h(q, p) (q + p)
l+m(q − p)l−m . (6.7)
The charges e−2mx
0
Wl,m generate symmetries of the action corresponding to the Hamilto-
nian (6.1), and leave the condition (6.2) invariant. Thus (6.6) expresses the charges in the
continuum theory as a linear combination of the charges in the matrix model description.
Eq.(6.6) can be inverted[44] to give
Wl,m =
(
gs
2
)−l l+1∑
j=|m|+1
cl,mj Qj,m (6.8)
where the coefficients cl,mj are determined from the equations:
cl,mj′ = 0 for j
′ < |m|+ 1 or j′ > l + 1 or l < |m| , (6.9)
j−1∑
l=|m|
bl,mj c
l,m
j′ = δjj′ for |m|+ 1 ≤ j′ ≤ j . (6.10)
A systematic procedure for solving these equations is to first use eq.(6.10) for (m, j′) =
(j−1, j) to determine cj−1,j−1j for all j. Next we use these equations for (m, j′) = (j−2, j)
and (j−2, j−1) to determine cj−1,j−2j and cj−1,j−2j−1 . Proceeding this way we can eventually
determine all the coefficients cl,mj′ for |m|+ 1 ≤ j′ ≤ l + 1.
Note that the relations (6.6) between the conserved charges Qj,m in the continuum
theory and those in the matrix model have been derived by working with the single fermion
excitations in the range 0 ≤ E ≤ 1
gs
. However, once these relations have been derived
they hold for all ranges of the energy. For example, we could extend our expressions
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for Qj,m is to fermions carrying energy larger than
1
gs
. The trajectory associated with a
configuration of this type is given by:
q = −
√
2
gs
sinh(πλ) sinh(x0) , p = −
√
2
gs
sinh(πλ) cosh(x0) . (6.11)
The associated Qj,m, as computed from (6.6), (6.7) are given by:
Qj,m(x
0) =
1
gs
e2mx
0
cosh2(πλ)
j−1∑
l=|m|
(−1)l+mbl,mj sinh2l(πλ) . (6.12)
These results can also be derived directly from the rolling tachyon boundary state with
energy > 1
gs
[24].
In section 7 we shall discuss how (6.6) can be used to derive constraints on the de-
scription of the hole states in the continuum theory.
7 Comments on Hole States
As discussed in section 6, the D0-brane in the continuum description of two dimensional
string theory can be identified with single fermion excitations in the matrix theory. The
matrix theory contains another set of states which are closely related to the single fermion
excitations, – namely the single hole excitations. This involves taking a fermion with
energy below the fermi level, and exciting it to an energy just at the fermi level. The
question that arises naturally is: what is the description of these states in the continuum
description of the two dimensional string theory?
Analysis of the conserved charges carried by a hole state provides a clue. Since a
hole associated with the trajectory (q(x0), p(x0)) corresponds to absence of the fermion
associated with this trajectory, the charges Wl,m associated with a hole are given by the
negative of the expression given in (6.7):
W hl,m = −h(q, p) (q + p)l+m(q − p)l−m . (7.1)
Hence from (6.6) the charges Qj,m carried by a hole state are given by
Qhj,m = −h(q, p)
j−1∑
l=|m|
(
gs
2
)l
bl,mj (q + p)
l+m(q − p)l−m . (7.2)
In particular, if we take the following negative energy trajectory
q = −
√
2
gs
cosh(πα) cosh(x0) , p = −
√
2
gs
cosh(πα) sinh(x0) , (7.3)
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then the hole state associated with this trajectory carries
Qhj,m(x
0) =
1
gs
e2mx
0
(−1)2m sinh2(πα)
j−1∑
l=|m|
bl,mj cosh
2l(πα) . (7.4)
Note that Qhj,m given in (7.4) are related to Qj,m carried by a fermion, as given in (4.38),
by a formal replacement of λ by 1
2
+ iα and an overall change in sign.
Now suppose the hole state corresponds to some D-brane system in the continuum
theory. Since according to the analysis of section 3 certain terms of the boundary state
carry information about these conserved charges, the charges Qj,m computed from this
boundary state using eqs.(3.31), (3.32) must agree with (7.4). In particular, these terms
must be given by simply continuing the corresponding terms in the boundary state of a
D0-brane to λ = 1
2
+ iα, and then changing the sign of these terms. This is in accordance
with the proposal put forward in [5, 29] where it was suggested that the complete boundary
state of the hole state is obtained by analytic continuation of λ to 1
2
+ iα followed by a
overall change in sign of the boundary state of a D0-brane. Unfortunately this prescription
does not seem to work for the |B1〉 component of the boundary state. To see this we note
that analytically continuing −|B1〉 to λ = 12 + iα amounts to replacing f(x) defined in
(4.9) by
f˜(x) = −
(
1
1 + cosh(πα)eix
+
1
1 + cosh(πα)e−ix
− 1
)
=
1
1 + sech(πα)eix
+
1
1 + sech(πα)e−ix
− 1 . (7.5)
Thus the net effect of this is to replace sin(πλ) in the original expression by a sech(πα).
Since both sin(πλ) and sech(πα) are less than 1, there is no qualitative difference between
the closed string field configuration produced by |B1〉 and the new boundary state |B˜1〉. In
particular it is known that the closed string field configuration induced by |B1〉 corresponds
to a configuration of the closed string tachyon that describes precisely a single fermion
excitation of the matrix model with a time delay given by − ln sin(πλ)[2, 44]. Thus the
closed string field configuration induced by |B˜1〉 also describes a single fermion excitation
of the matrix model with a time delay proportional to − ln sech(πα) if we use the same
Hartle-Hawking prescription to compute the closed string radiation from the brane.17
In contrast a hole state should be described by a closed string field configuration of
17If however we first compute the closed string radiation from a D0-brane and then analytically continue
the result to λ = 12 + iα followed by a change of sign, we get the answer expected of a hole state[5, 29].
This is due to the fact that the poles of f(x) crosses the Hartle-Hawking contour as λ passes through
1
2 , and hence the analytic continuation of λ to
1
2 + iα does not commute with integration along the
Hartle-Hawking contour.
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opposite sign, and by examining the classical trajectory of a hole one can argue that the
corresponding time delay should be given by − ln cosh(πα) instead of − ln sech(πα).
As a result of these discrepancies, finding the correct expression for the boundary
state describing the hole remains an open problem. It is possible that the expression for
the conserved charges together with the requirement of world-sheet conformal invariance
determines the form of the boundary state completely. Unfortunately for a time de-
pendent background the full implication of world-sheet conformal invariance (the Cardy
conditions[74]) is not clear. Trying to understand this CFT as an analytic continuation
from an Euclidean theory might shed some light on this issue.
Another possible guideline we could try to follow is to try to use solutions which have
a target space interpretation for large negative ϕ and hence are likely to exist in the full
string theory. In this context we note that if we are in the region of large negative ϕ
where the potential e2ϕ for the Liouville field is negligible, we can treat ϕ as an ordinary
spatial direction with a linear dilaton background ΦD = 2ϕ. In this case we can construct
a family of solutions describing the motion of an ordinary D0-brane in this linear dilaton
background[75].18 Such branes experience a potential proportional to their mass e−ΦD and
tend to move towards the strong coupling region so as to minimize their effective mass.
Thus these branes are never stationary. This is indeed one of the characteristics of the
hole states since they involve orbits below the fermi level, and unlike the λ = 0 D0-brane
configuration describing a fermion sitting at the maximum of the potential, there is no
stationary orbit below the fermi level. The full time dependent classical solution involves
a D0-brane travelling from the strong coupling to the weak coupling region, reaching a
turning point depending on the total energy it carries, and then going back towards the
strong coupling region. The more the energy the deeper the D0-brane probes into the
weak coupling region. Thus there is no upper limit to how much energy such a D0-brane
can carry. This again matches the characteristic of the hole states which do not have any
limit on how much energy they can carry due to the inverted harmonic oscillator potential
being unbounded from below. The fact that the effective action describing the dynamics
of these holes[75] looks very similar to the one used for describing the dynamics of rolling
tachyon[76] provides additional support to this proposed identification.
Although we do not have a complete calculation of the charges Qj,m carried by these
time dependent D0-brane configurations, for high energy D0-branes which probe well into
the weak coupling region we can make an estimate of Qj,m by computing the conserved
charges at the instant x0 = 0 when the D0-brane is at the lowest value of ϕ. For this
suppose the lowest value of ϕ that a D0-brane reaches is −K for some constant K. Since
18I wish to thank A. Strominger and J. Karczmarek for discussion on the issue of interpretation of
ordinary D0-branes in two dimensional string theory.
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the computation of Qj,m involves computing the disk one point function of φj,m which has
a ϕ dependence of the form e2(1−j)ϕ for large negative ϕ, we expect that at x0 = 0, Qj,m
for this configuration will be of order
1
gs
e−2ϕ e2(1−j)ϕ
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=−K
∼ 1
gs
e2jK . (7.6)
In (7.6) the first factor of g−1s e
−2ϕ reflects the effect of the overall factor of g−1s e
−ΦD =
g−1s e
−2ϕ in the D0-brane world-volume action. On the other hand for a high energy hole
state (7.4) for large α gives
Qj,m(x
0 = 0) ∼ 1
gs
e2jα . (7.7)
Thus (7.6) and (7.7) agree under the identification α = K.
The boundary state for these hole solutions have recently been proposed for µ = 0[77].
In the euclidean version these branes correspond to the hairpin brane solutions[78, 79],
which for large negative ϕ take the form of a pair of parallel D-branes with Neumann
boundary condition on ϕ and Dirichlet boundary condition on X. Thus we would expect
that in the µ 6= 0 theory, for large negative ϕ these branes will look like a pair of FZZT
branes[80, 81] with Dirichlet boundary condition on X. This suggests that the CFT
description of these branes might come from beginning with FZZT branes with Dirichlet
boundary condition on X(which has Txx = 0 and hence must represent a zero energy hole)
and then deforming the world-sheet theory by an appropriate boundary term. It will be
interesting to carry out this construction and see if the corresponding conserved charges
agree with the expected charges carried by the hole.
8 µ→ 0 Limit
So far in our analysis we have set µ = 1 by a shift of the Liouville field ϕ. In this section
we shall bring in the factors of µ and then take the limit µ→ 0 in order to compare our
results with those given in [36, 37, 40, 42].19 For this we need to shift ϕ → ϕ + 1
2
lnµ
so that the cosmological constant term e2ϕ gets transformed to µe2ϕ. From eqs.(3.23),
(3.13) and (3.16) we see that in the weak coupling region of large negative ϕ the gauge
transformation parameter Λj,m has exponential dependence on ϕ of the form e
2(1−j)ϕ.
Thus it will pick up a multiplicative factor of µ1−j under this shift of ϕ. This suggests
19Alternatively, we could keep µ fixed at 1 and take the large imaginary λ limit so that the total energy
1
gs
cos2(piλ) becomes large compared to 1
gs
.. In the matrix model language this will correspond to taking
the limit |p|, |q| >> 1√
gs
.
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that we should now use new gauge transformation parameters Λ̂j,m which are related to
the old parameters by the relation:
Λ̂j,m = µ
j−1Λj,m , (8.1)
so that Λ̂j,m do not have any explicit µ-dependence in the weak coupling region. The
corresponding charges Q̂j,m are related to Qj,m by a multiplicative factor of µ
j−1:
Q̂j,m = µ
j−1Qj,m . (8.2)
The shift in ϕ also induces a redefinition of the closed string coupling constant gs. To
see this note that before the shift the kinetic terms for closed string fields are multiplied
by an overall factor of g−2s e
−2ΦD = g−2s e
−4ϕ. After shifting ϕ by 1
2
lnµ this factor becomes
g−2s µ
−2e−4ϕ. This suggests that we define a new closed string coupling constant
ĝs = gs µ . (8.3)
We shall now express Q̂j,m carried by a single D0-brane in terms of the matrix model
variables. Replacing the 1
gs
factor in the matrix model by µ
ĝs
in eqs.(6.6), (6.7) gives20
Qj,m = h(q, p)
j−1∑
l=|m|
(
ĝs
2µ
)l
bl,mj (q + p)
l+m(q − p)l−m (8.4)
with
h(q, p) =
p2
2
− q
2
2
+
µ
ĝs
. (8.5)
Hence from (8.2)
Q̂j,m = µ
j−1
(
p2
2
− q
2
2
+
µ
ĝs
) j−1∑
l=|m|
(
ĝs
2µ
)l
bl,mj (q + p)
l+m(q − p)l−m . (8.6)
Let us now consider the µ → 0 limit of (8.6) keeping ĝs, p and q fixed. In this limit
only the l = (j − 1) term contributes to the sum, and we get
Q̂j,m = −1
2
(
ĝs
2
)j−1
bj−1,mj (q + p)
j+m(q − p)j−m . (8.7)
20Since in the µ→ 0 limit the potential barrier at the fermi level between the negative q side and the
positive q side disappears, we expect that this limit gives a sensible theory only when negative energy
levels on both sides of the barrier are filled. Thus strictly speaking the analysis of this section and of
section 10 will be sensible only when we repeat this in the type 0B string theory[4, 5]. However since our
analysis is based on the study of conserved charges and does not involve the details of the dynamics, we
expect that the results obtained from our analysis will survive in the full theory where negative energy
states on both sides of the barrier are filled, even though the system that we are studying has negative
energy states filled only on one side of the barrier.
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From (4.39) and the fact that α
j−|m|−1
j−1,−m vanishes since α
s
j′,m vanishes for s > j
′ − |m| − 1,
we get:
bj−1,mj = −
1
(2j)!(2j − 1)! α
j−|m|−1
j,−m . (8.8)
An explicit expression for αsj,m has been given in eq.(4.14). From this one can show that
α
j−|m|−1
j,m = −
(2j)!
(j +m)!(j −m)! . (8.9)
The identity required for proving this is obtained by comparing the coefficients of xj−myj+m
in the equation:
(x+ y)2j = (x+ y)j+m(x+ y)j−m , (8.10)
by expressing each of the three factors in a binomial expansion. Using eqs.(8.8) and (8.9),
eq.(8.7) may be expressed as
Q̂j,m =
1
2
(
ĝs
2
)j−1 1
(2j)!(2j − 1)! α
j−|m|−1
j,−m (q + p)
j+m(q − p)j−m
= −1
2
1
(2j − 1)!(j +m)!(j −m)!
(
ĝs
2
)j−1
(q + p)j+m(q − p)j−m . (8.11)
Up to an overall normalization constant this expression for Q̂j,m agrees with the results
of [36, 37, 40, 42] based on the analysis of the algebra of symmetries generated by these
transformations. Some issues regarding normalization factors have been discussed in
appendix B.
It is also instructive to consider the µ→ 0 limit of the discrete state closed string field
configuration produced by the |B2〉 component of the boundary state. After the shift of
ϕ by 1
2
lnµ, (5.7) takes the form:
|Φˇ(2)〉 = ĝs
∑
j
j−1∑
m=−(j−1)
√
π
((2j)!)2
µj fj,m(λ)|j,m〉X ⊗ e2(1+j)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost .
(8.12)
The relation between fj,m and Qj′,m′ has been given in (5.8). Using (8.2) and (8.3) we
can rewrite this as
fj,−m(λ) = −ĝs
∑
1≤j′≤j
j−j′∈Z
(2j′)!(2j′ − 1)!µ−j′
(
Q̂j′,me
−2mx0) . (8.13)
Substituting this into (8.12) we see that only the j′ = j term contributes in the µ → 0
limit, and gives:
|Φˇ(2)〉 = −(ĝs)2
∑
j
j−1∑
m=−(j−1)
√
π
2j
(
e2mx
0
Q̂j,−m
)
|j,m〉X ⊗ e2(1+j)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost .
(8.14)
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Thus |Φˇ(2)〉 has a finite non-zero µ→ 0 limit.
As argued in section 5, |B2〉 also produces additional closed string background involv-
ing states of the form given in (5.14), with coefficient proportional to fj−1,m(λ). When
we express fj−1,m(λ) in terms of Q̂j′,m′ by replacing j by j − 1 in (8.13), the leading
contribution is of order µ−(j−1). On the other hand the shift of ϕ by 1
2
lnµ in (5.14) and
expressing the overall factor of gs in terms of ĝs produces the same factor of µ
j as in
(8.12). Thus in the µ → 0 limit the contribution from this term vanishes. This shows
that (8.14) is the only contribution left in this limit. This is consistent with the fact that
for µ = 0 we can choose to use the oscillator description of the field ϕ, and in that case
the additional states appearing in (5.14) are not BRST invariant as (QB + Q¯B) acting on
these states do not vanish when we express all states in terms of ϕ oscillators. Thus had
the coefficients of the additional states not vanished in the µ → 0 limit, we shall be left
with a field configuration that is not on-shell asymptotically.
For µ = 0 the string coupling ĝs is an irrelevant constant. This is obvious in the matrix
model since h(q, p) given in (8.5) is independent of ĝs in this limit. In the continuum
description we see this by noting that a shift ϕ → ϕ − 1
2
ln ĝs removes the ĝs from the
pre-factor ĝ−2s e
−4ϕ in the closed string action. A consistency check of eq.(8.14) will be
that after this shift of ϕ the relation between |Φˇ(2)〉 and the matrix model variables q, p
should be independent of ĝs. Is this true? Using (8.11) we see that this shift in ϕ changes
(8.14) to
|Φˇ(2)〉 = √π ∑
j
j−1∑
m=−(j−1)
2−j
1
(2j)!(j +m)!(j −m)! e
2mx0 (q + p)j−m (q − p)j+m
|j,m〉X ⊗ e2(1+j)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost . (8.15)
As required, this equation has no ĝs dependence.
9 Conserved Charges from Asymptotic String Field
Configurations
So far in our analysis we have discussed how to compute the conserved charges Q̂j,m for
a D-brane system in terms of its boundary state. As discussed in section 5, since the
boundary state of a D-brane acts as sources for various closed string fields, it produces
closed string field configuration. We should expect that the asymptotic field configuration
also contains information about the conserved charges of the system, just as long range
electric field and gravitational field contain information about the charge and mass of a
configuration in Maxwell-Einstein theory. It will be useful to find an expression for the
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conserved charges in terms of the asymptotic field configuration, since such a formula will
have a more general validity even for configurations which are not D-branes. This is what
we shall do now. Our strategy will be to first find the relation between the conserved
charges and asymptotic field configurations for a D-brane system, and then treat this as
a universal relation that holds for any configuration in this theory. During this analysis
we shall work with general µ from the beginning and call the string coupling constant
ĝs, so that after inverse Wick rotation the conserved charges obtained from this analysis
directly gives the charges Q̂j,m.
Our strategy will be to formally manipulate the expression for the conserved charge
carried by a D-brane to write it as an integral of a total derivative with respect to the
Liouville coordinate ϕ, so that we can express it as a boundary term evaluated at large
negative ϕ. We begin with the expression (3.31) of the conserved charge Fj,m(x). In this
expression |φj,m(p)〉 is built on a fixed Liouville primary V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville. Let us con-
sider a general family of states |φj,m(p, q)〉 built on the Liouville primary V2+iq(0)|0〉liouville
such that
|φj,m(p, q = 2ij)〉 = |φj,m(p)〉 , (9.1)
and define:
Fj,m(x, q) =
∫
dp
2π
e−ipx〈B|(c0 − c¯0)|φj,m(p, q)〉 . (9.2)
Clearly Fj,m(x, q = 2ij) gives us the conserved charge Fj,m(x) defined in (3.31). Our
goal will be to express Fj,m(x, q) in terms of the closed string field |Φ〉 produced by
the boundary state. For this we note that since |φj,m(p)〉 is BRST invariant, (QB +
Q¯B)|φj,m(p, q)〉 must vanish at q = 2ij. This allows us to define a new family of states
|Ωj,m(p, q)〉 through the relations:
(QB + Q¯B)|φj,m(p, q)〉 = (q − 2ij)|Ωj,m(p, q)〉 . (9.3)
Next we note that the linearized closed string field equation (5.1) with gs replaced be ĝs
takes the form:
−2〈Φ|(QB + Q¯B) = ĝ2s 〈B| . (9.4)
Using (9.3), (9.4) and the fact that neither |φj,m(p, q)〉 nor the closed string field |Φ〉
carries a (c0 − c¯0) zero mode, we can now express (9.2) as
Fj,m(x, q) = (q − 2ij)Gj,m(x, q) , (9.5)
where
Gj,m(x, q) = 2 ĝ
−2
s
∫
dp
2π
e−ipx〈Φ|(c0 − c¯0)|Ωj,m(p, q)〉 . (9.6)
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If we define:
G˜j,m(x, ϕ) =
∫
dq
2π
e(2−iq)ϕGj,m(x, q) , (9.7)
then (9.5) gives
Fj,m(x, q) = i
∫
dϕei(q−2ij)ϕ ∂ϕ
(
e−2(1+j)ϕG˜j,m(x, ϕ)
)
. (9.8)
Thus
Fj,m(x) = Fj,m(x, q = 2ij) = i
∫
dϕ ∂ϕ
(
e−2(1+j)ϕG˜j,m(x, ϕ)
)
. (9.9)
The right hand side of (9.9) is a total derivative in the Liouville coordinate. Thus we can
identify the conserved charge Fj,m(x) as the boundary value of −ie−2(1+j)ϕG˜j,m(x, ϕ) as
ϕ→ −∞:
Fj,m(x) = −i lim
ϕ→−∞
(
e−2(1+j)ϕG˜j,m(x, ϕ)
)
= −2i ĝ−2s limϕ→−∞
(
e−2(1+j)ϕ
∫ dp
2π
e−ipx
[∫ dq
2π
e(2−iq)ϕ 〈Φ|(c0 − c¯0)|Ωj,m(p, q)〉
])
.
(9.10)
In this expression the term inside the square bracket may be interpreted as the ϕ-space
wave-function of an appropriate component of the state |Φ〉 at large ϕ. Thus (9.10) after
inverse Wick rotation gives the desired expression for the charges Q̂j,m in terms of the
asymptotic closed string field configuration. Since this relation expresses Q̂j,m in terms
of field configurations in the weak coupling region, we can use this to define Q̂j,m even in
the µ→ 0 limit.
There are clearly infinite number of ways of defining the family of states |φj,m(p, q)〉
satisfying the requirement that |φj,m(p, q = 2ij)〉 = |φj,m(p)〉. This induces an ambiguity
in the definition of |Ωj,m(p, q)〉 in the form of the freedom of adding a BRST exact con-
tribution. However as long as the asymptotic closed string field configuration is on-shell,
the freedom of adding a BRST exact contribution to |Ωj,m〉 does not affect the expression
(9.10) for the conserved charge since a BRST exact state has vanishing inner product
with an on-shell state.
We shall now illustrate this construction for the µ = 0 case that will be of interest to
us in section 10. In this case we can regard ϕ as a scalar field with background charge
and use the oscillators of ϕ to label states. Let us suppose |Ωj,m(p, q)〉 has the form
|Ωj,m(p, q)〉 = Ω̂j,m(p, q)eipX(0)|0〉X ⊗ e(2+iq)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ |0〉ghost , (9.11)
for some combination Ω̂j,m(p, q) of ghost oscillators and non-zero modeX and ϕ oscillators.
Then if the asymptotic closed string field |Φ〉 has a term of the form:
Φ̂ eip
′X(0)|0〉X ⊗ e(2+iq′)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ |0〉ghost , (9.12)
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for some combination Φ̂ of ghost oscillators and non-zero mode X and ϕ oscillators, then
the contribution to the right hand side of (9.10) from this term in |Φ〉 is given by:
−2iĝ−2s limϕ→−∞
(
e−2(1+j)ϕ〈〈0|Φ̂T (c0 − c¯0) Ω̂j,m(−p′,−q′)|0〉〉eip′xe(2+iq′)ϕ
)
. (9.13)
Here Φ̂T denotes the BPZ conjugate of Φ̂, and 〈〈0| · |0〉〉 denotes matrix element involving
only the ghost oscillators and the non-zero mode oscillators of the X and ϕ fields.
Since conservation laws imply that Fj,m(x) must have the form e
−2imx we see from
(9.13) that the relevant component of |Φ〉 that contributes to Fj,m(x) must have p′ = −2m.
As a result in (9.13) we can replace −p′ in the argument of Ω̂j,m by 2m. Thus the
computation of the value of the conserved charge requires |Ωj,m(p, q)〉 for p = 2m. This
computation can be simplified by the following observation. Since for µ = 0 the only
non-trivial elements of BRST cohomology at ghost number two and Liouville momentum
q = 2ij are the states |Y Lj,m〉 × |Y Rj,m〉, the rest of the contributions in (3.28) are BRST
trivial and can be ignored. This allows us to choose
|φj,m(p = 2m, q)〉 = |j,m〉X ⊗ e(2+iq)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost (9.14)
and hence from (9.3)
|Ωj,m(p = 2m, q)〉 = 1
4
(q+2ij)|j,m〉X⊗e(2+iq)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville⊗ (c0+ c¯0) c1c¯1|0〉ghost . (9.15)
Comparing this with (9.11) and using (3.6) we see that
Ω̂j,m(p = 2m, q) =
1
4
(q + 2 i j)PLj,mPRj,m (c0 + c¯0) c1c¯1 . (9.16)
(9.13) together with the orthonormality relations (3.8) now shows that the contribution
to Fj,m from a |Φ〉 that is on-shell asymptotically comes from the coefficient of the BRST
cohomology element:
|j,−m〉X ⊗ e2(1+j)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost , (9.17)
in |Φ〉.
We shall now test (9.13) by computing the charges from the asymptotic field config-
uration given in (8.14) (after making the replacement x0 → −ix). The only term in |Φ〉
that contributes to Fj,m(x) is the term:
−(ĝs)2
√
π
2j
(
e2imx Q̂j,m
)
|j,−m〉X ⊗ e2(1+j)ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost . (9.18)
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Comparison with (9.12) shows that for this term
Φ̂ = −(ĝs)2
√
π
2j
(
e2imx Q̂j,m
)
PLj,−mPRj,−m c1c¯1 , p′ = −2m, q′ = −2ij . (9.19)
Substituting (9.16) and (9.19) into (9.13), and using the normalization condition (3.8) we
get
Fj,m(x) = −2iĝ−2s limϕ→−∞
(
e−2(1+j)ϕ(−(ĝs)2)
√
π
2j
(
e2imx Q̂j,m
)
(ij) (2) e−2imx e2(1+j)ϕ
)
= −2√π Q̂j,m . (9.20)
This agrees with the relation between Fj,m and Qj,m introduced in (3.32). One factor of
(2) in (9.20) comes from the ghost correlator.
Of course in this case this agreement is not a surprise since we have defined Qj,m
through eq.(3.32). However we can take this agreement as a test of our equations (9.10),
(9.13) relating the charges Q̂j,m to the asymptotic field configuration. We shall use these
relations in section 10 to compute the charges Q̂j,m carried by the black hole.
10 Two Dimensional Black Holes
We can use the results of section 9 to calculate the charges Q̂j,m for any string field config-
uration in two dimensional string theory, and then try to identify a corresponding matrix
model state that carries the same set of conserved charges. One particular configuration
that is of interest is the two dimensional black hole solution[30, 31] in the µ→ 0 limit. In
this section we shall try to compute the conserved charges Q̂j,m carried by the black hole
and then try to identify an appropriate configuration in the matrix model that carries
such charges.21 Since for µ = 0 we can remove the string coupling constant ĝs by a shift
of ϕ, we shall set ĝs = 1 in this analysis.
In order to calculate the conserved charges carried by the black hole we need to find the
closed string field configuration associated with the black hole for large negative ϕ. Thus
we need to be able to represent the black hole as a classical solution in string field theory.
We begin by writing down the solution in the effective field theory in the Schwarzschild
like coordinates[30, 31]:
G00 = −(1− ae4ϕ), Gϕϕ = (1− ae4ϕ)−1, ΦD = 2ϕ , (10.1)
21For previous attempts at identifying the black hole in the matrix model see [32, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87].
It is not completely clear how to compare our results for µ = 0 Lorentzian black hole with the results of
these papers.
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where Gµν denotes the string metric, ΦD denotes the dilaton, and a is a parameter related
to the mass of the black hole. This satisfies the equations of motion derived from the action
of two dimensional dilaton gravity:
S =
∫
dx0 dϕ e−2ΦD
√− detG (RG + 4Gµν∂µΦD∂νΦD + 16) . (10.2)
Defining hµν and φD as the deviation of the metric and the dilaton from the flat Minkowski
metric and linear dilaton background:
hµν = Gµν − ηµν , φD = ΦD − 2ϕ , (10.3)
we see that for large negative ϕ, (10.1) takes the form:
h00 = ae
4ϕ, hϕϕ ≃ ae4ϕ, φD = 0 . (10.4)
These give a solution of the linearized equations of motion derived from the action (10.2)
around the linear dilaton background. The complete solution (10.1) can now be recovered
as a power series expansion in e4ϕ by beginning with (10.4) and then iteratively solving
the full equations of motion derived from (10.2). In particular r iterations will be needed
to recover the term of order e4rϕ in the expansion of the solution (10.1) in powers of e4ϕ.
We shall now use this construction as a guideline to construct the black hole solution
in closed string field theory[49]. We begin with the observation that up to gauge trans-
formation, the solution (10.4) corresponds to switching on a closed string background
proportional to
a |j = 1, m = 0〉X ⊗ e4ϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost . (10.5)
This, being a BRST invariant state, is clearly a solution of the linearized equations of
motion of closed string field theory. We can now generate the full solution of the closed
string field equations by beginning with (10.5) and then solving the closed string field
equations iteratively.22 Our analysis is facilitated by the fact that the initial configuration
(10.5) is independent of the time coordinate x0. Thus we can work in a restricted subsector
of closed string field theory involving time independent fields (i.e. fields carrying zero X0
momentum). This restricted string field theory action has an SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry
inherited from the SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry of the euclidean theory at the self-dual
22For Euclidean black hole it has been suggested that the solution is obtained by deforming a flat
linear dilaton background by a non-normalizable operator carrying non-zero winding number along the
X direction[32, 88]. The relationship between our approach for generating the solution in the Minkowski
theory and that of [32, 88] is not clear. We note however that even a conventional D-brane wrapping
a compact direction carries winding charge along that direction. But once we go to the universal cover
of the circle describing a non-compact direction, the winding charge disappears from the boundary state
describing the D-brane.
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radius. In particular the string field interaction terms can couple a field of SU(2)L (or
SU(2)R) quantum number j to a set of fields carrying SU(2) quantum numbers j1, . . . jr
only if j ≤ j1 + . . . jr.
It is now clear that the order e4rϕ term, obtained by iteration of the string field
equations with (10.5) as the starting point, must be a linear combination of terms of the
form:
Kr (|j′, m = 0〉L × |j′′, m = 0〉R)⊗ e4rϕ(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1c¯1|0〉ghost , j′, j′′ ≤ r , (10.6)
where Kr is some combination ofX and Liouville Virasoro generators and ghost oscillators.
Comparing this with (9.17) we see that in order that it contributes to Fj,m(x) we must
have j = 2r − 1 so as to match the power of eϕ in (9.17) and (10.6). On the other hand
comparing the SU(2) quantum numbers we see that in order that (10.6) contributes to
Fj,m(x), j
′ and j′′ must be equal to j. This gives j ≤ r. This gives the restriction:
2r − 1 ≤ r, ı.e. r ≤ 1 . (10.7)
Thus we see that all contributions to Fj,m(x) vanish for j > 1. After inverse Wick rotation
this gives:
Q̂j,m/Q̂1,0 = 0 for j > 1 . (10.8)
We can now look for a configuration in the matrix model that carries the same quantum
numbers. We focus on the quantum numbers Q̂j,0. (8.11) shows that any single fermion
state of energy E will carry non-zero Q̂j,0 for all j, and hence cannot represent a black
hole. The situation does not improve much by superposing a finite number of fermion /
hole states of different energies.23 To see this note that if we have fermions of energy E1,
E2, . . . and holes of energies ǫ1, ǫ2, . . ., so that the total energy of the system is given by∑
k
Ek +
∑
r
ǫr , (10.9)
then Q̂j,0 associated with this state, as computed from (8.11), is proportional to(∑
r
(ǫr)
j −∑
k
(−Ek)j
)
. (10.10)
For odd j all the contributions add and hence it seems impossible to adjust the Ek’s and
the ǫr’s so that the total Q̂1,0 is finite or large while all other Q̂j,0/Q̂1,0 ratios vanish. The
23We are working under the assumption that the Lorentzian black hole can be described within the
free fermion description of the matrix model, and does not, for example, involve U(N) non-singlet sector
of the matrix model[32].
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only way to avoid this situation will be to take a superposition of many single fermion
and hole states, each with energy Ek or ǫr close to zero, so that the total energy adds up
to the mass M of the black hole.24 If there are N fermions, and we take each of Ek and
ǫr to be of order M/N , then the Q̂j,m associated with this configuration is of order
N(M/N)j ∼ M jN1−j . (10.11)
Thus in the N →∞ limit this vanishes for all j > 1, as is required for a black hole.
This analysis suggests that the black hole of two dimensional string theory can be
thought of as a collection of a large number of fermions and holes, each with a very small
energy, so that the total energy adds up to the massM of the black hole. This is consistent
with the fact that classically for µ = 0 only a pulse of very small height can stay in the
strong coupling region near the top of the potential for a long period.
If this is really the correct description of the black hole then it gives rise to an apparent
puzzle. Since a black hole consists of a large number of fermions and holes close to zero
energy, a finite energy fermion or hole will not feel the effect of the black hole in the
classical limit. If we identify these finite energy excitations with D0-branes as in the
µ 6= 0 case, then this will imply that a classical D0-brane in this string theory should
not be able to distinguish between the black hole geometry and the usual linear dilaton
background. Can this be true? D0-branes in two dimensional black hole geometry have
been analyzed from various viewpoints in [91, 78, 92, 93], and we can borrow these results
to make this comparison. First let us note that the usual linear dilaton background of
two dimensional string theory is given by
ds2 ≡ Gµνdxµdxν = −(dx0)2 + dϕ2, ΦD = 2ϕ , (10.12)
where Gµν denotes the string metric, ΦD is the dilaton, and x
0 and x1 ≡ ϕ are the
coordinates of the two dimensional space. In this background the world-line theory of a
D0-brane is given by the action:25,26
−
∫
dτe−ΦD
√
−Gµν∂τXµ∂τXν = −
∫
dτ
√
−e−2ΦDGµν∂τXµ∂τXν , (10.13)
24Since these results were first reported in the Strings 2004 conference in Paris[89], ref.[90] has made
similar observations.
25Note that according to the proposal made at the end of section 7 these D0-branes describe hole states
rather than fermion states, but this does not affect our argument.
26Naively we would expect that in this case the D0-brane, besides containing the mode that allows it to
move along the Liouville direction, will also have a tachyonic mode. From the description of the D0-brane
as a single fermion in the matrix model, we do not have an obvious identification of this mode. We note
however that in the presence of a linear dilaton background the D0-brane accelerates, and hence it is
not completely clear if the tachyonic mode is really present even in the continuum description. On the
other hand, due to this acceleration it is also not clear if the Dirac-Born-Infeld action provides a reliable
description of the D0-brane dynamics. We shall nevertheless proceed with this action in the absence of
a better alternative.
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where τ is a parameter labelling the D0-brane world-line. Thus effectively the motion of
the D0-brane is described by a particle moving under the metric[91]
ds2D0 ≡ e−2ΦDGµνdxµdxν = e−4ϕ(−(dx0)2 + dϕ2) . (10.14)
On the other hand the black hole background in the Schwarzschild-like coordinate system
is given by[30, 31]:
d˜s
2
= −(1− ae4ϕ)(dx0)2 + (1− ae4ϕ)−1dϕ2, ΦD = 2ϕ , (10.15)
where d˜s denotes the line element in the black hole background measured in the string
metric. The D0-brane moving in this background sees an effective metric
d˜s
2
D0 ≡ e−2ΦD d˜s
2
= e−4ϕ
[
−(1− ae4ϕ)(dx0)2 + (1− ae4ϕ)−1dϕ2
]
. (10.16)
If we define
w = −1
4
ln
(
e−4ϕ − a
)
, (10.17)
then in this new coordinate system (10.16) takes the form:
d˜s
2
D0 = e
−4w(−(dx0)2 + dw2) . (10.18)
This is identical to (10.14) up to a relabelling of the coordinate ϕ as w. Thus we see
that the classical dynamics of a D0-brane in the black hole and the usual linear dilaton
background are indeed identical. It is important to note that the coordinate transforma-
tion that relates the two metrics involves only a redefinition of the Liouville coordinate
and does not involve x0. This is consistent with the fact that for both the black hole and
the linear dilaton background, the asymptotic time coordinate x0 is identified as the time
coordinate of the matrix model.
It is in fact easy to show that both (10.14) and (10.18) describe a flat two dimensional
metric[91]. The easiest way to see this is to begin with the black hole background in the
conformal gauge[30, 31]:
d˜s
2
= −e2ΦDdudv, e−2ΦD = a− 4uv . (10.19)
This gives:
d˜s
2
D0 = e
−2ΦD d˜s
2
= −dudv , (10.20)
which is manifestly a flat metric. Thus in this coordinate system the classical solutions
correspond to D0-branes moving with uniform velocity. Given such a solution we can
convert the answer to any other coordinate system. Note however that unlike the previous
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transformation that related the black hole background to the linear dilaton background,
in this case the coordinate transformation involves x0 in a non-trivial fashion. Thus time
in the coordinate system in which the D0-brane sees a flat metric does not coincide with
the time coordinate of the matrix model.
Clearly there are many questions which remain to be answered, but we hope that
our results will provide a useful starting point for a complete understanding of the two
dimensional black hole in the matrix model. Understanding this and other questions
will invariably lead to a deeper understanding of two dimensional string theory and also
possibly critical string theories.
11 Lessons for Critical String Theory
Although we have made heavy use of the closed string gauge transformations, it should be
noted that the final conclusions about the existence of global symmetries and associated
conserved charges are for the open string field theory. For the D0-brane of the two
dimensional string theory the action of this open string field theory can be taken to be
the usual cubic action[50] evaluated for the specific boundary CFT describing the D0-
brane. The open string spectrum in this theory is given by the product of an arbitrary
state in the X and ghost CFT, and a state of the Liouville theory built by the action of
the Liouville Virasoro generators on the SL(2,R) invariant vacuum[23]. In particular there
is no open string state constructed over a non-trivial primary of the Liouville sector. As
a result the relevant correlation functions needed for the construction of this open string
field theory involves arbitrary combination of X and ghost operators and the Liouville
stress tensor. These can be computed without any knowledge of the Liouville theory
except its total central charge which is 25.
Now consider a different theory where we have replaced the Liouville theory by an
arbitrary c = 25 CFT. Let us take an arbitrary D-brane in this theory and denote the
corresponding boundary CFT by F . The open string spectrum on this D-brane will of
course involve excitations over non-trivial primaries of F . However irrespective of what
c = 25 theory we have, or what D-brane we are considering, there will always be a universal
subsector of open string states obtained by restricting ourselves to only the c = 25 Virasoro
descendants of the SL(2,R) invariant vacuum of F and arbitrary excitations in the ghost
and X sector.27 The open string field theory of this universal sector will be identical to the
open string field theory of the D0-brane of the two dimensional string theory since all the
relevant correlation functions are identical. Thus understanding the classical dynamics
27This is in fact the same universal theory that was used in [94, 95] for the construction of the tachyon
lump solution and the rolling tachyon solution in open string field theory.
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of the D0-brane in the two dimensional string theory gives us direct information about
the classical dynamics of this universal subsector of the open string field theory on any
D-brane in any background. In particular open string field configurations in this universal
subsector will be characterized by the same conserved charges as in the two dimensional
string theory.
The above discussion has been given using the open string viewpoint, but we could
also try to directly analyze these conservation laws for a general D-brane system in a
generic string theory following the procedure given in sections 3 and 4. For this we need
to construct the analogs of the states |φj,m(p)〉 in this more general string theory. Since in
section 3 we have given an algorithm for constructing |φj,m(p)〉 beginning with two sets of
chiral states, |Y Lj,m(p)〉 and |OLj,m(p)〉 (and their right-moving analogs), all we need to do
is to give the generalization of these states. This can be done as follows. Let us assume
that the c = 25 theory has one free scalar field Z, and that the z-direction is orthogonal
to the D-brane under consideration so that we have Dirichlet boundary condition on Z.
We now replace in eqs.(3.13), (3.16) (and analogous equations for right-handed states)
V L2(1−j) by
e2
√
j2−1ZL , (11.1)
and the Virasoro generators of the Liouville field by the total Virasoro generators of the
c = 25 theory. Formally e2
√
j2−1ZL is a primary of dimension 1 − j2, – same as that of
V L2(1−j) in the Liouville theory. This defines the analogs of |OLj−1,m(p)〉 and |Y Lj,m(p)〉 in
this more general string theory. We can now define |ηL(j),m(p)〉, |ψL(j),m(p)〉 as in eq.(3.19)
and (3.20), and |Λj,m(p)〉, |φj,m(p)〉 through eqs. (3.23), (3.26). This in turn can be used
to define the conserved charges through eq. (3.31). Note that due to the presence of the
operator e2
√
j2−1Z , the gauge transformation parameter |Λj,m(p)〉 grows exponentially for
large Z. However since the D-brane is localized at a finite value of Z, the action of the
gauge transformation on the degrees of freedom on the D-brane is expected to be finite
and give rise to finite conserved charges.
There is however a subtlety in this analysis. In general the states |OLj−1,m〉 defined this
way may not be annihilated by QB when we express the state in terms of Z oscillators.
What is guaranteed however is that the result is a linear combination of null states of
the c = 25 Virasoro algebra. As a result the right hand sides of eq.(3.19), (3.20), (3.25)
now could contain additional terms which are linear combinations of these null states.
The conservation law (3.30) still holds if the inner product of the boundary state 〈B|
with these null states vanish. Typically null states are orthogonal to regular primary and
secondary states, but have non-zero inner product with states which are neither primary
states nor can be regarded as a secondary state over another primary. Thus as long as
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the boundary state |B〉 does not have such states, the inner product of 〈B| with these null
states will vanish and the conservation laws will hold.
In particular if the D-brane is such that there is separate conservation of the world-
sheet energy momentum tensor associated with the c = 25 theory and the X CFT at the
boundary of the world-sheet, then we expect that the null states of the c = 25 Virasoro
algebra will have vanishing one point function on the disk and hence its inner product with
the boundary state will vanish. The rolling tachyon solution on a D0-brane of the critical
string theory of course satisfies this condition, and hence possesses conserved charges.
Computation of these conserved charges can be done following the analysis of section
4. The final expression will be given by eq.(4.33) with liouville〈B|V2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville re-
placed by the one point function of e2
√
j2−1Z(0) on the unit disk. Let us denote this by
〈e2
√
j2−1Z(0)〉D. This in turn is obtained by first computing 〈eikZ(0)〉D, and then ana-
lytically continuing the result to k = −2i√j2 − 1. Thus for example if the D-brane is
localized at z = a, then we have 〈eikZ(0)〉D = Ceika for some known constant C, and hence
〈e2
√
j2−1Z(0)〉D = Ce2
√
j2−1 a.
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A Properties of |ψL(j),m〉 and |ηL(j),m〉
In section 3 we defined |ηL(j),m(p)〉 and |ψL(j),m(p)〉 through the relations:
QB|OLj−1,m(p)〉 = (p− 2m)|ηL(j),m(p)〉 , (A.1)
and
QB|Y Lj,m(p)〉 = (p− 2m)|ψL(j),m(p)〉 , (A.2)
where |OLj−1,m(p)〉 and |Y Lj,m(p)〉 are chiral states of conformal weight (p
2
4
−m2):
|Y Lj,m(p)〉 = PLj,m eipXL(0)|0〉X ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost , (A.3)
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and
|OLj−1,m(p)〉 = RLj−1,meipXL(0)|0〉X ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost . (A.4)
In this appendix we shall determine the SU(2) quantum numbers and other properties of
|ηL(j),m(p = 2m)〉 and |ψL(j),m(p = 2m)〉. We begin with the observation that in a subspace
with matter momentum p, QB takes the form:
QB =
1
4
p2 c0 +
1√
2
p
∑
n 6=0
c−nαn + Q̂B , (A.5)
where Q̂B does not depend on p. Knowing that QB annihilates |Y Lj,m(p)〉 and |OLj−1,m(p)〉
for p = 2m, and that the oscillator parts PLj,m, RLj−1,m involved in the construction of
|Y Lj,m(p)〉, |OLj−1,m(p)〉 do not depend on p, we can write:
QB|Y Lj,m(p)〉 =
1
4
(p2 − 4m2)c0 + 1√
2
(p− 2m)∑
n 6=0
c−nαn
 |Y Lj,m(p)〉
QB|OLj−1,m(p)〉 =
1
4
(p2 − 4m2)c0 + 1√
2
(p− 2m)∑
n 6=0
c−nαn
 |OLj−1,m(p)〉 . (A.6)
Comparing this with (A.1), (A.2) we get
|ψL(j),m(p)〉 =
1
4
(p+ 2m)c0|Y Lj,m(p)〉+
1√
2
∑
n≥1
c−nαn|Y Lj,m(p)〉
|ηL(j),m(p)〉 =
1
4
(p+ 2m)c0|OLj−1,m(p)〉+
1√
2
∑
n 6=0
c−nαn|OLj−1,m(p)〉 . (A.7)
Note that the sum over n in the first equation is restricted to n ≥ 1 since |Y Lj,m(p)〉 is
annihilated by cn for n ≥ 1.
Let us now focus on the case p = 2m. From (A.7) it follows that |ηL(j),m〉 ≡ |ηL(j),m(p =
2m)〉 and |ψL(j),m〉 ≡ |ψL(j),m(p = 2m)〉 are given by
|ψL(j),m〉 = mc0|Y Lj,m〉+
1√
2
∑
n≥1
c−nαn|Y Lj,m〉
|ηL(j),m〉 = mc0|OLj−1,m〉+
1√
2
∑
n 6=0
c−nαn|OLj−1,m〉 . (A.8)
Clearly |ηL(j),m〉 and |ψL(j),m〉 must be linear combination of states which are obtained by
the action of negative moded matter and Liouville Virasoro generators and negative or
zero moded ghost oscillators on states of the form:
|j′, m〉L ⊗ V L2(1−j)(0)|0〉liouville ⊗ c1|0〉ghost , (A.9)
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for some j′. We want to analyze the possible values of j′ which could arise. The first
terms in both equations on the right hand side of (A.8) clearly have j′ = j and j − 1
respectively since c0 is an SU(2) singlet. On the other hand, in the language of SU(2)
current algebra, α−n is simply the SU(2) current J3−n. Thus the action of α−n on |OLj−1,m〉
must be a linear combination of states of spin lying between j − 2 and j, and that on
|Y Lj,m〉 must be a linear combination of states of spin j and j ± 1. This leads us to the
conclusion that |ηL(j),m〉 is built on states of the form (A.9) with (j − 2) ≤ j′ ≤ j, and
|ψL(j),m〉 is built on states of the form (A.9) with (j − 1) ≤ j′ ≤ (j + 1).
We can further restrict the structure of |ψL(j),m〉 and |ηL(j),m〉 by analyzing their confor-
mal weights. For this we note that both |ψL(j),m〉 and |ηL(j),m〉 have conformal weight 0. On
the other hand the state given in (A.9) has conformal weight (j′)2− j2. Thus |ηL(j),m〉 and
|ψL(j),m〉 can only be linear combination of states built on states of the form (A.9) with
j′ ≤ j. Furthermore, for j′ = j, there cannot be any non-zero mode oscillator acting on
(A.9). Since |ηL(j),m〉 and |ψL(j),m〉 have ghost numbers 1 and 2 respectively, it follows that
the j′ = j state appearing in the expression for |ηL(j),m〉 and |ψL(j),m〉 must be proportional
to |Y Lj,m〉 and c0|Y Lj,m〉 respectively. It is known that the coefficient of |Y Lj,m〉 appearing
in the expression for |ηL(j),m〉 is non-zero[36]. We shall normalize |OLj−1,m〉 such that this
coefficient is one. Thus we get
|ηL(j),m〉 = |Y Lj,m〉+ |η̂L(j),m〉 , (A.10)
where |η̂L(j),m〉 is built on states |j′, m〉 with j′ = (j − 1) or (j − 2).
For |ψL(j),m〉, eq.(A.8), together with the constraints based on SU(2) symmetry, ghost
number and conformal weight, give
|ψL(j),m〉 = mc0 |Y Lj,m〉+ |τLj−1,m〉 (A.11)
where
|τLj−1,m〉 =
1√
2
∞∑
n=1
c−nαn|Y Lj,m〉 , (A.12)
must be built by the action of X and Liouville Virasoro and ghost oscillators on a state
of the form (A.9) with j′ = (j − 1).
B Normalization of Q̂j,m
In this appendix we shall compare the expression (8.11) for the charges Q̂j,m with those
found in [36, 37, 40, 62] by comparing the symmetry algebras in the continuum theory
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and the matrix model. In particular [40] constructed a set of symmetry generators Qj,m
in the continuum theory at µ = 0 with Poisson bracket:
{Qj,m, Qj′,m′} = 2 (jm′ − j′m) Qj+j′−1,m+m′ . (B.1)
Comparing this with the Poisson brackets computed using (8.11) we see that it is consis-
tent to make the assignment:
Qj,m = − [(2j − 1)!(j +m)!(j −m)!] Q̂j,m . (B.2)
The charges Qj,m found in [40] were related to a set of symmetry transformation
parameters |Λj,m〉 given by expressions similar to (3.23) with Y L,Rj,m , OL,Rj,m replaced by
Y
L,R
j,m and OL,Rj,m respectively:
|Λj,m〉 ∼ 1
2
[
|OLj−1,m〉 × |Y Rj,m〉 − |Y Lj,m〉 × |ORj−1,m〉
]
. (B.3)
Here ∼ denotes equality up to an overall j and m independent numerical factor. Y L,Rj,m
and OL,Rj,m differ from Y L,Rj,m and OL,Rj,m used in this paper by normalization factors. The
relative normalization between Y L,Rj,m and Y
L,R
j,m is given by (see eq.(2.6) of [40]):
Y
L,R
j,m = [(2j)!(j +m)!(j −m)!]
1
2 Y L,Rj,m . (B.4)
We shall now try to find the relative normalization between OL,Rj,m and OL,Rj,m so that we
can find the relation between |Λj,m〉 and28
|Λ̂j,m〉 = 1
2
[
|OLj−1,m〉 × |Y Rj,m〉 − |Y Lj,m〉 × |ORj−1,m〉
]
(B.5)
and compare this with (B.2).
OL,Rj,m are normalized so that they satisfy the operator product algebra[40]:
OL,Rj−1,mOL,Rj′−1,m′ = OL,Rj+j′−2,m+m′ . (B.6)
On the other hand according to (A.8), (A.10) OL,Rj−1,m is normalized so that
1√
2
∑
n 6=0
c−nαn|OLj−1,m〉 = |Y Lj,m〉+ · · · ,
1√
2
∑
n 6=0
c¯−nα¯n|ORj−1,m〉 = |Y Rj,m〉+ · · · , (B.7)
28As in section 9 we shall assume that we are working with the tachyon potential µe2ϕ from the
beginning, and hence we can replace Λ in (3.23) by Λ̂. This way, while taking the µ→ 0 limit we do not
have to include any additional µ dependent multiplicative factor in the definition of the charges.
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where · · · denote terms with SU(2) quantum number (j − 1, m) and (j − 2, m). By
examining eq.(B.6) we see that the action of an SU(2) rotation matrix on Oj,m cannot
be given by the standard unitary spin j representation, since in that case the right hand
side of the equation will contain a factor of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient
Cj−1,j
′−1,j+j′−2
m,m′,m+m′ =
[
(2j − 2)!
(j − 1 +m)!(j − 1−m)!
(2j′ − 2)!
(j′ − 1 +m′)!(j′ − 1−m′)!
(j + j′ +m+m′ − 2)!(j + j′ − 2−m−m′)!
(2(j + j′ − 2))!
] 1
2
. (B.8)
Thus if we want the SU(2) transformations to be represented by unitary matrices, we
need to choose the basis of operators to be:
[
(2j − 2)!
(j − 1 +m)!(j − 1−m)!
] 1
2
OL,Rj−1,m . (B.9)
On the other hand by examining (B.7) we see that the operators OL,Rj−1,m also do not
transform by unitary matrices under an SU(2) rotation, since in that case the right hand
side of this equation will contain a factor of29
Cj−1,1,jm,0,m =
[
(j +m)(j −m)
j(2j − 1)
] 1
2
. (B.10)
The operators which do transform in a unitary representation of SU(2) are of the form:
[
(j +m)(j −m)
j(2j − 1)
] 1
2
OL,Rj−1,m . (B.11)
Since the operators given in (B.9) and (B.11) transform in identical representations of the
SU(2) group, they must be related by an m-independent multiplicative constant. This
gives:
OLj−1,m = F (j)
[
(j − 1 +m)!(j − 1−m)!
(2j − 2)!
(j +m)(j −m)
j(2j − 1)
] 1
2
OLj−1,m
=
√
2F (j)
[
(j +m)!(j −m)!
(2j)!
] 1
2
OLj−1,m , (B.12)
for some function F (j) of j.
29Note that since Y L,Rj,m are normalized, they transform by unitary matrices under an SU(2) rotation.
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Substituting (B.4), (B.12) and their right handed counterpart into (B.3) we see that
|Λj,m〉 ∼
√
2F (j) (j +m)! (j −m)! |Λj,m〉 . (B.13)
Comparing (B.13) with (B.2) we see that at least the m dependence of the relative nor-
malization between Qj,m and Q̂j,m is compatible with that between |Λj,m〉 and |Λ̂j,m〉.
In order to compare the j dependence of the relative normalization of Qj,m and Qj,m
with that of Λj,m and Λj,m, we can choose a convenient value of m. We shall choose
m = j − 1. In this case from (B.2) we get
Qj,j−1 = − [(2j − 1)!]2 Q̂j,j−1 . (B.14)
Also (B.4) gives
Y
L,R
j,j−1 = [(2j)!(2j − 1)!]
1
2 Y L,Rj,j−1 . (B.15)
To find the relation between Oj−1,j−1 and Oj−1,j−1 we note that (B.7) for m = j−1 gives
1√
2
∑
n 6=0
c−nαn|OLj−1,j−1〉 = |Y Lj,j−1〉+ · · · ,
1√
2
∑
n 6=0
c¯−nα¯n|ORj−1,j−1〉 = |Y Rj,j−1〉+ · · · .
(B.16)
On the other hand an expression for OL,Rj,m satisfying (B.6) was given in [62] in terms of
Schur polynomials. Using this expression and using the properties of the Schur polynomial
one finds
1√
2
∑
n 6=0
c−nαn|OLj−1,j−1〉 =
1√
2
[(2j)!(2j − 1)!] 12 |Y Lj,j−1〉+ · · · , (B.17)
and a similar expression relating |ORj−1,j−1〉 to |Y Rj,j−1〉. Comparing (B.16) and (B.17) we
see that
|OL,Rj−1,j−1〉 =
1√
2
[(2j)!(2j − 1)!] 12 |OL,Rj−1,j−1〉 . (B.18)
Substituting (B.15) and (B.18) into eq.(B.3) we now get:
|Λj,j−1〉 ∼ [(2j)!(2j − 1)!] |Λ̂j,j−1〉 . (B.19)
Comparing (B.14) with (B.19) we see that the proportionality factor between Qj,m and
Q̂j,m differs from that between Λj,m and Λ̂j,m by a factor proportional to j. The precise
meaning of this mismatch is not entirely clear to us. It appears as if the conserved charges
constructed following the procedure of sections 2 and 3 are related to the charges which
generate the corresponding symmetries by a j-dependent normalization factor. Repeating
a similar exercise for other states of this theory, e.g. the hole states might throw some
light on this issue.
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